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1. IHIRQDUCTION

Mrket development in the chemical industry is that activity

which comprises the creation of outlets for prodcts. Creating

these outlets requires the manufacturer to engage in chemical re-

search for the customer's benefit. Technical knowledge of the

supplier's development department, with respect to his own pro-

ducts, is thus used in the customer‘s interest. The market develop-

ment program coordinates to some degree the activities of sales,

research, and production through an organized product development

* unit and involves the transfer of technical knowledge to the cus-

tomcrs.

In practice the large chemical companies have separate market

development departments designed to meet their own specific need.

The program as used by most companies is organized on an industry

basis using personnel H10 have specialized.in the particular in-

dustry to which the product is applicable. This is not true for

mst of the small chemical companies because they do not have the

personnel for a separate department. But the small chemical come

panies must use a market development program in order to find

wider markets for their products. Therefore, this function is

exercised through a department such as sales or research and de-

velopment. Placing the program in either department creates a

need on the part of the personnel involved for a knowledge of the

activities and methods of a successful market development unit.

Som information on the methods employed by those companies
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having formally organized market development departments and dis-

cussions of problems involved may be found in the literature.

Bringing this information together should make it more available

for the guidance of the small chemical companies, and it is be-

, lieved that by a stud and analysis of it and such other information

as may be secured, a plan of procedure adaptable to these companies

might be evolved•

The purpose of this investigation is to develop a program

that may be used as a guide by small chemical comanies in their

market development activities•
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II. MARKET DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE IN THB CHEMICAL IHDUSERY

Market development is closely related with the various other

activities carried on in commercial chemical development. Informa-

tion pertaining to market development activities is found in frag-

mentary form throughout the literature wherever the subject of

chemical marketing is discussed. Therefore, to investigate mar-

ket development as a specific subject, it became necessary to

search the entire field of commercial chemical development.

Very little information was found about the development

, activities of small chemdcal companies. However, by investigating

commercial chemical dvelopment as practiced by the industry as

a whole, informtive material was found which was useful in

planning a market development program for small companies.

Realizing the necessity for careful consideration of mar-

keting, the men in the industry have organized associations which

devote their time to studying the problems of marketing. However,

no attempt has previously been made to collect and correlate the

published material on the subject. In doing this in the present

work, it was found convenient to classify the material by topics

which would.permit an orderly presentation and which would repre-

sent the principle considerations necesary to an understanding

of the subject.

Market development has not been clearly defined. The activi-

ties are so closely related to the broader field of comercial

chemical development that it is possible to find considerable
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variation in its concept and scope. Many authors did not treat

mrket development as a specific function, but included it when

discussing such subjects as sales, research, or development. In

this study market development was separated from its closely

allied activities and treated as an entity.

In order to analyze the problem and the methods used in

meeting it as reported in the literature, the present study was

organized on the basis of the following factors.

A. General Backggound gf _t_h_e_ Chemical Industg. An under-

standing of the general background of the chemical in-
V

dustry is necessary to any discussion of marketing prac-

tice.

B. Concept pf g_a_x_j_k_p_t Development. The scope of uarket de-

velopment was defined after a survey of the various con-

cepts found in the literature.

C. Hegppnsibilities pg Management _1°;g_1; §_a__r_k_ej._ Development.

The responsibilities of management in organization and

supervision are a major factor in the market develop-

ment program.

D. Procedure p__f_ ;g._r_k_g__t_ Development. The procedure of market

development includes the specific activities which have

been found desirable by the industry.

E. Th: S__m_ag.ll__ g_n_dp1Q_a;_r;kgj_. Development. The small

company has been defined and its capabilities in personnel

and research have been studied.

F. Development p_f_ _a_ _f‘;rpa;_§_._}_ The development of a



successful small comany is described as an example of

what a company can do when it has efficient management

and an aggressive marketing attitude•

The plan of procedure for this study included a literature

search of comercial chemical development, correspondence with

men working in chemical marketing, personal interviews with men

in lare chemical companies, and personal interviews with manage-

ment of small chemical companies. Using the information so ob-

tained a master program of market development was formlated for

use by small companies and this plan was applied t three selected
„ small comanies•

Included in the appendix is a supplementary bibliography

which may be of interest to those dealing with commercial chemi-

cal development and marketing research.

General Background of the Chemical Industgy

Egpggsion of the Chemical Industgg. The chemicalindustry

has emphasised different phase: of activity in its history(2).

Before the first World War the emphasis was on establishing a

heavy chemical industry. During and after the first‘world‘har

organic chemicals received their share of intensified develop-
ent. With the tremendous expansion of production during and

after the second world mar, the industry is shifting its atten-

tion to the creation of markets for this expanded prodction.

The chemical industry has passed the other industries in
dynamics, growth, earnings, and potential for the £uture(6).
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Some figures to show its growth are=

1. Since 1937 the total sales have risen from $700,000,000

to over $3,000,000,000.
2. From 1939 to 19h9 it has more than doubled its plant

capacity. Capital expenditures have exceeded $1.5 billion

a year since the war.

3. Forty per cent of te sales of larger comanies is de-

rived from products which were undeveloped fifteen

years ago.

h. he production index for 19h9 is 253 as against an

' industrial index of 191 (1935-38 equals 100).

Shiftigg Markets. Mrphy(3O)points out that along with

expansion of production, the chemicalindustry has been faced

increasingly with the problems of shifting markets, the expanding

application of existing products to new uses, and the continuous

introduction of new products for both old and new applications.

Such problems until recently had been handled rather informally

by most companies with no apparent organization. But with the

opanding complexities of chemical marketing, it has become

evident that a company must stay one step ahead of competition

or it will lose its market to a more active competitor. With

this in mind, the chemical industry is making greater use of the

market research, market development, and technical service. The

progressive firma recognize these activities as ecessary in in-

dustrial organization.

New and Igroved Products. As stated by Bass(8), manufacturing
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comanies depend in a large measure fer their success upon offering

new and improved products to their customers. Comanies in the

chemical industry that realise this situation have invested havily

in research and development programs.

Experience has shown the need for special handling of the

problems involved in commercializing these products. In production,

engineering developmnt has been recognised as the most effective

way of advancing from the laboratory to industrial scale operation.

In sales, commercial developmnt is becoming established as a

parallel fnction to engineering development•

~ Organized Commercial Chemical Development. At the l9h6 joint

meeting of the Chemical Market Research Association and the Technical

Service Association(3O), organized commercial chemical development

was defined as bing made up of market research, market developmnt,

product development, application research, and technical service. A

few companies realize the necessity of using all these factors, and

they are developing personnel fer specialisation in the field. It

is well to note that it is not enough to create and develop tech-

niques fer market research and market developent, because the

efferts are valueless if they are not integrated with, and contri-

butory to, all the aspects of corporate control. The full benfit

of organized commercial chemdcal developent can be obtained only

when it is geared to scientific research, production, sales, and

management. The main factor to consider is the necessity of team-

nork and cooperation among the major units of an industrial con-

cern.

For a chemical company to succeed, research, production,
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merchandieing, and management must coordinate their activities

for the mutual aid of the firm, This applies to smll comanies

as well as to large ones.

äppppgz. It has become necessary in recent years for the
chemical industry to shift emhasis on various phases of activity,

Where the emphasis has been put on research and development, it is

now placed on marketing, The shifting of markets and new and

imroved products have made the progressive companies realize the

necessity of initiating an organised commercial chemical develop-

ment department into their organiaations,

Concept of Mrket Developpnt

Market and Product Developmnt, Long(29) points out that

there is a time in the life of every potentially successful

company, n matter in what industry, when it wants to broaden

its activities, Changes in supply of raw materials, competition,

limits of its initial markets, or a combination of these factors,

seem to restrict the growth. Or the company just wants to expand

and grow,

How to accomplish this expansion then becomes the question,

Shall it be catch-as-catch-can with no organized plan? Or, shall

it be by studing the situation and doing some intelligent construc-

tive planning? The logical way, of course, is constructive planning,

which leads to market and product development,

Market Development Located. The organisation charts on the
following pages shou·market developent in relation to the other
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organised activities and its place in commercial product develop·

ment.

Chart No. 1. Organization: This organization chart

given by Tyler(hb)is typical of the sales division organiza-

tion found in the various industrial divisions of Du Pont

Company. Tyler discusses in some detail the duties, per·

sonnel and organization of market developmnt in the book,

"Chemical Engineering Economics,“ but does not show it as

such in the organization chart. It is assumed that the

various activities of market development, as discussed by

Tyler, are exercised through the sales development division

of the sales department.

Chart No. 2. New Product Developmnt= This chart, by

Collins(102 shows market development as an activity in new

product development which exercises its functions during

the development stage. Collins makes no effort here to

show market development in its relation to the other divi·

sions of a sales department. The main purpose is to show

its place in the organization of new product developmnt.

Chart No. 3. New Product evelopmentr Corley(13)in

suggesting the steps which are necessary in coumercial

chemical development, places market developmnt as the

fifth step in the progression of a product from pilot plant

process development to full scale commercial production.

Chart No. le. Organization: H1ley(35) , in charting the

relation between sales and commercial development in most
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large comanies, shows product or industry specialists as

one of the four divisions of commercial devalopent organiza-

tion. It is assumed here that these product or industry

specialists exercise the duties of market development. This

division seems to have a similarity to Dow Chemical Company's

development department in that Dow uses industry specialist

personnel for its development department.

Market Development defined. A source of confusion in dis-

cussions of market development in the chemical industry is te

problem of correct terminology. Various terms adopted and used by

the men in the industry have caused confusion and msunderstanding

when different groups assemble to discuss problems that arise in

their marketing activities. Sina the definition of market de-

velopment has been so loosely used, it is well to list these

various definitions.

The three main functions of a commercial developent depart-

ment according to Bass are(8}=

l. Market Researchz- The collection of systematic information

about potential dmand for new or present products, with

due regard to cometitive products.

2. Market Developments- The establishment of customer demand

for new products or for present products in new uses.

3. Technical Services- Aid to custoers on specific problems

in the uses of company products, based on information

from application research or other similar sources.

Since the activities included in comercial development vary

with individal organizations, this classification and this efini-
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tion of mrket development will not be accepted without some modi-

fications by the individual cemanies,

The activities are usually carried on concurrently, In small

organizations all may hc exercised hy all of the personnel in the

department, But usually as the organization becomes larger,

specialization in each of the three main functions will develop,

Long(29)defines market and product development in the "organized

commercial chemical development" of Hercules Powder Company as

follvwsz

l, Market development is the study of the creation of values

for an existing product by developing a new demand for the

product,

2, Product development is the study of the creation of values

by developing a new product to satisfy an established demand,

It is seen here how the definition of market development has

been modified to meet the needs of an organization such as the

Hercules Powder Company.

In a staff report in Chemical Engineering on, *Technical

Service Value to Chemical Process lndustries"(36)there is a dif-

ferent interpretation of market development, The report states

that technical service and market research are closely related in that

they are part of market development, Technical service covers the

technical aspects and market research the economic phases, More de-

tail would be needed in order to understand clearly this interpreta-

tion,

Iy1er(hO)defines market development as that function which
comprises the creation of outlets for products through applied
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science. He amplifies the statement by discussimg the organiza-

tion, problems and duties of market development. It is well to

note here that it is separated from sales expansion of an organiza—

tion.

Aries and Copulsky(h)in discussing waste products and by—pro-

duots define market development as the creation of value for a

product through the development of a demand. Products without a

market are handled hy market development.

Reynard(3h)stated that it is difficult to claseify the various

activities which go to make up a sales program. Basically the

functions can be classified as sales development, technical sales,

and direct sales. In speaking at a symposium on employmnt

opportunities for chemiets, he defined sales development as the

development of markets for new products. öometimes the develop-

ment of markets for new products is referred to as product de-

velopment. This sales development as Reynard presents it is

cloeely related to market development as defined by Tyler•

Colline(1O)presente market development as the preliminary

introduction of new chemicals into the industry, an activity which

is carried out during the development stage of a product. äarket

development is closely allied to customer evaluation and applicap

tion studies. Its functions are exercised when the product has

reached the pilot plant stage and carry through the semi-commercial

plant stage, With the transfer to full scale production, market

development shifts the sales activities to the sales department.

Bowman(9)establishes arket development as one of the three
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major catagories of product development. He defines these cata-

gories as:

l. Market development is the function which carries new pro-

ducts and new applications coming out of the laboratory

and pilot plant through the introductory sales stage.

2. Market research is the function which seeks to acquire in-

formation upon which decisions regarding research, produc-

tion, and sales are based,

3, Technical service provides technical assistance to the

customers and tries to assure the acceptance of new pro-

ducts and new uses for products.

He does state that the commercial branch of product develop-

ment varies considerably with the different companies, thus giving

rise to the possible differences in specialization of the major

functions of product development. Because product development is

highly complicated and specialized, it tends to present a confused

picture as to the activities wiich are carried on within the depart-

ment. This situation has led to the formation of two organizations,

Chemical market Research Association and Commercial Chemical De-

velopment Association, which are dedicated to the investigation

and clarification of the problems which arise from product develop-

ment.

The introductory remarks of Harding(22)at a symposium on

chenical marketing establishing its scope minimize the matter of

definition. Chemical marketing as he sees it, is a group of

activities which are prinarily used to establish the distribution

of chemical products. hhether it is named chemical marketing,
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chemical development, or something else is not of importance.

The important thing is to recognize its value to the chemical

industry and proceed from there with an understanding develop-

mnt of these activities.

Sgmgggy of Definitions. It is noted here that all authors

who discuss market development place this function as a part of

chemical marketing, the main discrepancy being the different

interpretations placed on it by individual men. Tyler's discus-

sion and definition give a more complete insight of the activities

and duties of a market development department with no particular

reference to any individual company than do the others. Bowman

clarifies the distinction between market development, market re-

search, and technical service, thus hasicalky agreeing with Tyler

in interpretation. Although Bass was mainly interested in pre-

senting the qualifications and training of personnel in organized

commercial chemical development, he did separate and define the

three major functions of commercial chemical development of

which market development is one. These three men agree basically

in their definitions with no apparent reference to individual

companies.

Long, with reference specifically to the Hercules Powder

Company, narrows market development to a study of existing pro-

ducts hy developing new demands. Collins, on the other hand, re-

fers to market development only in new product development. Aries

and Copulsky refer to it in reference to waste and hy-products

with little or no discussion. These men agree in that market de-
A

velopment is part of commercial chemical developmnt tagging it
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to specific and nsrrcw func tione within the field of chenical

marketing.

Fte~_,maz·d, in ddscussing a sales program, gross with ‘2'°yle1·,

liess, and Bussen as to the definition of market development, but

refers to this itmction es sales development. The oak apparent

signi ficance here is a difference in word usage.

ds the science of oozxmercial chemical developzmnt imreases

in scope, the need for a complete clarification of its functions

becomes apparent. Thus, a clear definition of market develop-

ment, which is a part of commercial chemioal development, should be

given in order to analyse its scope, activities, and duties•

harket development in this theeis shall be defined as that

function of commercial chemical development which develops uses

for products and messe the initial introductory sales for meh

uses•

;Qmspg_nsibilities of ‘g§g·_&,~ement for idarlcet ueveloänt

aE;—_g_;Lsal bg " qement of Üommeroial Chemical development•

ttanagex¤ent(3?)realiaes that if s corporation is to succeed it must

have men in responsible positions who are vested with ideas and

action. These man must know that their individual and joint action

decides tim future of the organisation of which they are a part.

No one department within an organisation has a corner on

ideas. All departanents require mental vigor applied in the area

of specialised esmerience or training for which they are responsible.

Iaanagement and distribution constitute the armor plate for the
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whole organisation. With their capacity for distributing the pro-

ducts of an organization in exchange for good accounts receivable

the corporation can continue a profitable life.

'Management(37)mst apraise commercial chemical development

and the men who are responsible for it. Management must also

appraise the men who comprise the various other departments of

the compan. When all of the men.who comprise the various seg-

ments of corporate organizations accept the individual accounts-

bility which society normally assesses against managemnt the

economic future of Amrica is assured.'

What Management Egpgcts of Market Developgnt. Development

work, according to Curtis(1h)consists of two main functions. The

first function is made up of laboratory research, pilot plant,

commercial plant dsign and erction, and commercial plant run-in.

The second function has to do with market research, market dvelop-
ment, technical service, and technical sales. Management relies
upon each of the functions to carry out its specific duty.

Management expects of market developmnt the finding and

development of uses for products which, otherwise, would be of no

commercial value to the company. Establishing the value of these

products depends also upon the coordination of market development,

market research, technical service, and technical sales. Through

the proper organization and coordination of these groups which go

to make up chemcal marketing the various problems which arise in

comercial chemical development can be handled quickly and satis-

factorily.

Time Element in Development. Prutton(32)suggests that by
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reducing the time for development of a product, a company with an
active organization can rapidly start prodction and take sales
away from existing producers. This reduction in timo for develop-
ment causes the company to move more rapidly into production. Un-
less the economic planning is sound, drastic mistakas can be made
in plant design and market requirements thus causing large economic
losses•

Expert persouncl is needed for development work. öice de-
vclopimg markets and prcdictimg sales are fundamental in davclop—
ment work, management must cmploy caable man to carry out those
two functions.

The man who are of interest in commercial chemical development
are those who, working aoug research, development, production, and
management, and with potential customers, are developing markets
for new or old products. Mau in this group must ba capable of
working with research, production, and anagemut in their own
company as well as with their customers. They must rcalimc the
needs of potential customrs and have a complete knowledge of their
own research and development organization. Ihcy must bc man of
intcgrity who avoid making rash promiscs to potential customers.

With today‘s comphéx marketing problems, it is essential that
am orgauized group of scasoned amd capable specialists be cngagod
to reduce tho time necessary for the development of a product from
the pilot plant to full scale sal6s•

Gearigg to Sales. Chemical development according to Ballma¤(7)
is responsible to the consuming industrias aa wall as to management.
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A product must carry with it a coherent story of why it should be

bought and how it should be used. Carrying out this objective is

involved and calls for teamwork and a planned program. A planned

program is necessary which can translate the idea of research into

a full scale sales program.

The fundamentale of a development program are:

l - The development groups must be staffed with those man who are

experienced and are steeped in the industry "know—how."

2 - In the initial stage of development an impartial evalua-

tion should be made by the combined efforts of research and

development. This tends to lessen some of the waste mo-

tion and expense.

3 — A continuous survey of the market is necessary during

the development of a product.

h · A constant flow of information between research, produc-

tion, engineering and sales is necessary during the entire

period of development of a product.

Each group must perform its own duties, but must also be a

member of a team - a team whose ultimate aim is the successful

translation of a chemical development into a completed sales pro-

gram.

Gearing to Research. There are some factors which research<33)
must consider about a commercial chemical development organization.
There is generated in any co mercial development organization a

certain number of forces which tend to direct research through an
geared connection between them. The commercial development organiza-
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tion is in constant touch with the commercial needs of the

company's customers, New ideas are suggested for commercial

advantages in developing a new product, This line of activity

should have its proper place in accelerating and directing the

company‘s activities. It is, therefore, important that some

mechanism be set up to govern the effect the co mercial develop-

ment department would have on the research organization,

In designing this connection between cowmercial developent

and research, it is important to remember that stimulating forces

within the development organization are frequently directly

opposite to the forces stimulating the research organisation,

These opposing forces should be so coordinated as to result in

a unified line of action for the progress of the company,

Gommercial development also has a tendency to behave in an

erratic manner, Probably the most serious impulse is the tempta-

tion to push a new product faster than the research and production

departments can develop the product for commercial introduction,

Making claims for new products which cannot be substantiated is

a very serious problem injected hy some coemercial development

departments. äith propr gearing to research and production,

means are provided by which the commrcial developmnt department

can keep its progress within the limits of the progress made by

research and production,

The connection between commercial chemdcal development and

research should be such that each organisation can stimulate the

activities of the other without trying to direct its entire pro-

gran, The connection mst also act as a stabilizer to control the
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tendencies of each group to step out of its line of duty. It

mst also be a flexible connection leaving each organization with

a maximum of freedom tc operate independently and develop to its

fullest extent.
·

A synchroniged control of the activities of the two depart-

ments can be coordinated to a master plan for the control of all

the activities of an organization. The most important feature

of synchronized control is free and full exchange of information.

The understanding of other departments' problems cannot be gained

through formel report systems. Frequent contacts by the mn of

each departmnt must be the rule. The control mst be based on

the willingness of both departments to present decisions and

evidence supporting the decisions made. This is also strengthened

if te research man is invited into the field to see first-hand

problems presented by customers. Without the proper mtual

respect and confidence displayed by both departments, no amount of

control can achieve a smooth runnin efficient program.

A coordinatd and synchronized commercial development and

research department should be achieved by control which causes

both to keep in step with the master plan of the organization.

There is great need early in a development program to designate

the individuals in each department who are to have the responsi-

bility of making decisions which comply with the general policy

set by the organization.

Gearigg to äanufacture, The question is raised as to how a

man engaged in manufacture(23) can assist and intelligently discuss
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the specifications and qualifications of a product which is needed

for a special application or use, It is often forgotten that

products consumed by industry are used by production men and these

production mn use basically he am principles of production as

those used to manufacture the products they consume, Cost of the

material, esse with which the product can be used, and effct of

the product upon quality are a few items which can be discussed

with production men in order to get a preliminary reaction from

those who use the product,
The first and most important step in commercial chemical

development is creating interest of the production mn in the

potential use and the exploitation of the desirable qualities found

in a product, By creating this interest at the early stage of de-

velopent, the product will be on a more sound basis and will

achieve a more rapid rate of growth in the industry, This edca-

tion of the production men does not stop after the product has

been developed and sold in quantity, The manufacturing department

is constantly desiring to know of the achievements which are being

made by the product they have produced, Information about the

success of the product in other manufacturing dcpartments is a

reward to them and tends to stimlate a mre coordinated and

willing cooperation,

The production department is vitally interested in the planning

and scheduling of a product's future, Lack of foresight in the de-

velopment planning can place undue hardship on the production de-
partment in the form of a poorly designed plant that can only be op-
erated at a high cost. Underestimation of the amount of products to
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be sold can result in a plant too small for the required produc-

tion, thus creating a higher cost of production by unnecessary

duplication of capital for expansion to the required size, The

product may be a success, but it does place undue brdens not

only on the production department, but the other departments

within the organization when proper planning has ben neglected,

throuh improper teamwork by all of those interested and engaged

in development work,

The organization of the development of a product so that it
can b introduced to the market with a minimm amunt of trouble
experienced by the production and sales departments can be effected

in two wys, One, the evolution and application of a sound sampling
technique with the use of statistical analysis to determin the

market potentiality, Two, the use of the socalled “interim plant,"
which is a producing plant with sufficient production to satisfy

the market, constructed.with the smallest amount of capital, This
type of plant serves well in that production, development, and
sales enjoy a profitable period of time during which the initial
cost of production and market survey can be more accuraely
checked, .Then after these items have been thoroughly established,
a full scale plant can be designed, constructed, and operated with
a minimum amount of difficulty,

Supprvision of Market Development, Collins(lO) states that
the work involved in market dvelopent is performed by different

staffs in the various companies he investigated. It varies from
salesmen, to saes service men, to special market development
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staffs. These activities are suprvised by either the sales or

the research departments. The organization of each company is

the deciding factor as to which department shall exercise the

duties of market developent.

Furnas(19) in discussing resarch in sell organizations,
T

those with feuer than fifteen professional personnel, says that

small companies do concentrate on development work• It is de-

sirable in some companies to have their application research or

technical service carried on by personnel who act as engineering

advisors to salesmen. Here is is assumed that Furnas mans

application research or technical srvice in the same sense as

market development. He does not elaborate upon the subject so

it is not clear as to what is meant by technical service, its

supervision and functions. The impression is given that the

salesmn in performing their duties use these engineering ad-

visors whenever there is a need for technical assistance. The

assumption could, therefore, be made that market development, or

es Furnas terms it, technical service, is supervised by te

sales department.

In another section of Furnas° book(2O), he discusses mar-

ket development as a part of the development program of a

company. It is here he says that market development is super-

vised in different ways. In some companies it is placed within

the research and development department and in others in the

sales department. In his opinion, it should be part of the

research and developmnt departmnt, although it does operate

satisfactorily as a unit of the sales department in some companies.
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A reverse opinion as to supervision of market development

is expressed by Tyler(hO), He states that market development

can be supervised by either the sales or the research depart-

ments, but past experiences have shown that supervision by the
n

sales department is advantageous in that it produces better re-

sults, Past experiences are not qualified here, whether or not

he has reference to the chemical industry as a whole is not known,

Klipstein(27) advances the idea that proper attitude of mind,

a full realisation of the importance of technical and economic

utility, and the assignmnt of proper responsibility and authority

are the prerequisites for product development, He does not state

where all of the duties involved in product development, of which

one is market development, should be exercised or what department

should be responsible fbr the coordination of all its various

activities, lt is a full time job with individual responsibility

and should be so supervised that it receives the maximum amount

of cooperation and direction,

Required Qualifications for market Development Personnel,

Ty1er(hO) states that the ability and administrative viewpoint

required fbr a market development man is different from that of

the salesman who dees direct selling, The market development

man must be a broadminded individual able to fbrsee the possi-

bility of new markets and have the ability to transfer these

possibilities into concrete results, He mst have technical

and analytical ability and imagination,

Corley(11) specifies in the fifth step of development of
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new organic chemicals that he personnel who contact the pros-

pects be technically trained and have plenty of comon horse

sense as well as a thorough knowledge of the new product. Un-

intentional mishandling cf the new product because of lack of

experience can be prevented when this type of individual is

guiding the destiny of a new product. Technically trained men

can insure an oportunity of the new prodct performing the job

satisfactori1y•

Personnel who do market development work, according to

Collins(10), should be technically trained and industrially

experienced. They do most of hair work in the field with re-

search and production men• The industry has recognized the

necessity tor this speeialized group of personnel who should have

the patience and technical knowledge of the research man and the

sales ability of a salesman.

In discuseing the type of prsonnel needed for commercial

development, Aires & Copulsky(3) state that mainly the back-

ground must be adequate. Th six major qualifications neces-

sary are:

1 - They must have a working technical knowledge of the

chemical industry with specialization in the techn-

logies of the company and its customers•

2 - They must understand the advantages and limits of

application research•

3 - They mst have a knowledge of manufacturing operations

in their own company and the customer industries, with
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interest in solving difficult technical problems.

h - They should be willing to travel, meeting new people

and new situations.

S - They must have an interest, and if possible, experience

in applied economics.

6 - They must possess the necessary personal attributes,

appearance, neatness, personality, etc., to fit into

the teammork so essential to success.

The best test to determine whether or not an individual is

capable of handling the duties of technical or commercial develop-

ment work is hy scientific methods. This may be accomplished

through psychological testing organisations such as, The Psycholo-

gical Corp., Industrial Relations ethods, Inc., and The Klein

Institute for Aptitude Testing, Inc.

Industrial Relations Methods, Inc. rates an individual by

information obtained from written tests and personal interview.

They are rated on intelligence, mechanical comrehension, general

vocabulary, arithmetic reasoning, technical intelligence, person-

ality, dominant interests, vocational ambition, and vocational

interests.

The Klein Institute for Aptitude Testing, Inc. classify

sales into two types, industrial selling and sales enginering.

Industrial sales objective is selling through the purchasing agent.

Sales engineering, the fundamental tool for product and market

development, must solve technical problems of customrs with super-

ior ntal ability and sales personality. Separation of the tuo is
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made by the following tests:

l - Bernreuter Personality Inventory: Determine type of

personality, trends toward neurosis.

2 - Social Intelligence Test: Tests judgemnt in social

situations by presenting a situation with several

alternative solutions.

3 - Otis Mental Ability Test: A general intelligence test.

h - Strong Vocationl Interest Blank: Analysis of reaetions

to MDO items covering occupations and amusements. Re-

sults are compared to a pattern typical of the group.

5 - Sales Sense Test: Presents sales situations with al•

ternative solutions.

6 - Washburne Social Adjustment Test: Uncovers emtional

instability or psychological handicaps.

Bass(hO), in discussing the commercial developmnt depart-

mnt, outlines the general experiene and qualifications neces-

sary for men who enter the field of commercial development of pro-

ducts. They BIB:

l - Working technical knowledge of the chemical industry with

specialization in the technologies of the comany and its

customers.

2 - Thorough famliarity with sakas techniques and policies.

3 — Understanding of the value and also of the limitations

of application research.

M - Working knowledge of manufacturing operations within the

company and in customers* industries.
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5 — Basic interest and experience in applied economics.

6 - Personal qualifications to bring about whole-hearted

cooperation with other departments in a sphere of

activities which is necessarily vague in definition.

These qualifications which call for such unusual individual:

make it necessary to pick only those who have had some experience

with the company and have shown their aptitude and talents.

In considering the qualifications wiich are necessary for

this specialized field, some consideration should be given to the

background and training of candidates for commercial chemical

development work. Bass(8) outlines the ideal program as followss

l - A candiate should have a sound technical background

in chemistry or chemical engineering.

2 - He should first go through a technical cadet course in

various departments of the company, along with other

new technical personnel.

3 - He should spend tw> or three years in application re-

search to develop specialized knowledge of the comany's

products and their uses.

h - He should acquire an understanding of the problems of

large scale manufacturing operations, preferab1y·through

a period in pilot plant work or in the production depart-

mnt, to supplement the contact he may have had with

customers' plants while in the application research labo-

ratory.

5 · He should have regular·sales department experience, pre-
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ferably through two or three years of actual selling,

to become grounded in sales techniques.

6 -He should be guided throughout this training priod

by the commercial development department, who can

arrange with the successive departmnts in which

he is located for the assignment of projects selected

to develop special techniques, such as market re-

search methods.

This program includes all phases of commercial chemical

development (Market Research, Market Development, and Technical

Service.) Some changes would made if the individual spe-

cialized in only one of the three functions of commercial

chemical development. The necessity of training and experience

in handling the company's products cannot be over—emphasised.

Summagy. Management is responsible for the selection and

training of personnel, and for coordination of the activities of

the various departments involved in the market development pro-

gran.

Management considers arket development to be a function

of comercial chemical development. In considering this func-

tion a great deal of emphasis is placed on having expert per-

sonnel in market development work. Men with a scientific back-

ground and capable of·working with sales, research, production

and management are considered to be the best type to place in this

work.

Another important factor, which managemnt considers to

be paramount, is the coordination of the activities of market
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development with the other operating units of the organization

such as sales, research, and production. Management realizes

that the development work carried on hy the market development

specialist affects the other operating units. By coordinating

these various activities, management can build a team to aid

in the expansion of the organisation.

Procedure of arket Development

New Product market Development. Gollins(1O) does not

elabrate on the duties assigned.to market development. He

says tat it is usually responsible for new products from the

time of chemdcal development until they are transferred to the

regular sales force for full scale mrketing. Its job is to

educat the customer, adapt new products to the needs of the

custnmr, and to find new uses for the products.

Qgptaotigg Prospects. Hyer(2S) suggests a procedure to

follow when contacting prospects. The director of research

should e contacted instead of the purchasing agent or the

production executives. Hailing of samples, advertising, and

extensive mailing lists should be replaced by personal con-

tacts. These contacts should include only the industries which

could be considered as possible users of the products. The

product, its uses and applications, should be explained in de-

tail to the research department. With this procedure the direct

contact with the men who will develop the application of the

product is a distinct advantage.
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Dow Chemical Co. Lt the Comrcial ¤heM.cal Be-

velopment Symposium held in New Ierk on Karch 10, l9h8, Ballmn(7)

pointed out the specific duties of the technical service and

development division of the Dow Chemical Company. They are to

uncover and report to sales and research:

1 -· Ken uses for established chemical.

2 — Bew products uhich are needed by the industry.

3 · Bew processes that may effect the industry.

True department is lisison between research and sales

primrily, but also performs technical service on new products.

Ho specific division of market development was shown. It is

assumed here that the functions end organisation of mrket de-

velopment are incorporated in the technical service and develop-

ment department.
1 step which is considered the most important in develop-

ment work is the verifica-tion by potential customers of the

results found by the research department. It is in this step

of product development that an impartial evaluation can be

obtained.
T

Another duty of the development division is the comilap

tion of s technical paper about the product which can be used

in the training of salesmen and es information for the advertising

department.
The above tvo duties placed in the development division of

Dow Chemical C@axv are considered by '1'yler(h1)s„s two of the

major duties of uurket development.

Quaker Gate Co. In a paper read at a mrketing
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‘ conference, sponsored by the Chemical Marketing Research

Association, Hitchc¤ck(2h) gave the case history of the sales

developmnt of furtural by the Quaker Outs Gompsn. He sum-

marized the steps which contributed to the market developmnt

of furfural. They were laboratory research, advertising,

distribution of samples, distribtion of techncal literature,

technical talks, search Ihr uses, quality imrovemnt, price
‘ reduction, increase in knowledge, more personal contacts,

mare research and mnre sales. Although Hitchcock probably

used market development here in a very broad sense, it is

well te note that distribticn of samples, distribution of

technical literature, technical talks, search for uses, and

more personal contacts all full within the duties of market

develepment as it is considered hy Ballmau, Collins, and Iyler•

Shell Chemical Csgporation. 0¤sterm¤yer(3l) states the

three main groups that make up commercial chemcal development

are product aplication, sales developmnt, and economic re-

search departments„ Hr. Oesterseyer is president of Shell

Chemical Corp. and it is assumd here that hn is basing his

statements on the actvities that are carried on at Shell•

The interest here is fbcused on sales development.

Sales develepment has te de not only with the development

of markets fbr existing products, but also markets fer neu pro·

ducts. It is te purpose of the sales development dpartmant

to determdne the commrcial ptentialities ef the product, indi-

cate in what terms it should be markated and show how it should

be marketed., determine specificntions, and reveal selling price!
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and selling costs, profit to be expected, competitive situations,

and any oter desirable information.

Another function of sales development is to help guide re-

search. By being amore of outside developments, it can help to

direct research programs toward successful projects and thus e-

velop a choice of new products which makes development of markets

and sales less difficult.

Sales development helps to select products for commrcial

development and when commercial development is undertaken it pro-

vides the sales departmnt with a nucleus of established bsinss

on which to build. „

Sgles Development of ägdrogy Acid. Reynard(3h) has die-

cussed the steps folloued in the sales developmnt of a hydroxy
acid which was bein produced, but for which additional volume

of production nas wanted.

l — The acid and its derivatives were thoroughly charac-

terised in the Jaborator;.

2 · Comparison of the proprties of the acid and its de-

rivatives was made with other existing acids on the

market with reference to possibhz outlets.

3 - After promdsing possible nw outlets had been recog· _

niaed, a thorough testing program was set up to evaluate

the use by laboratory tsting in the organisation and

prospective customers in the industry. Also, the

econmic factors were investigated such as specifica-

tions, shipping problems, and containr problems. The
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prospective customers must make the necessary tests

on the specific use and the results analyaed as to

feasibility,

1.; — Sales are likely to be made with no previous advertising

to find if the use of the product has customer appeal,
This general outline follows very closely the steps neces-

sary for mrket development as suggested by Tylerua),

Market Develognt Program, In diecussing market develop-

mnt, lylerüll) emhaeises organisation as the starting point,
It is a job which requires individual attention and a plsnned

procedure, 'Bxe steps listed below are essential in any market

development program,

1 ·· Secure all available information on the product to be
developed, This includes all chemical and physical

d M

properties, purity,u_„eeg,t1ipping regulations, shipping

containere, toxicity, uses, etc, An exact and de-

tailed description of the product to be produced is

a must before it is to be introduced into the industry,

2 -— Gorrelate the properties of the product with its
possible uses, making sure that patents on the pro-·

duct or application are obtained befom its introduc-
tion into the trade,

3 - Have the uses tested in the Laboratory, Be to

simxlate as nearly es possible the conddtions under

which the product or application will be used,
h · Induce somom in the trade to test the proposed use,

some organisation from whom an unbiaaed and conscientious
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report can be obtained•

5 — Prepare an operating manual to bc used by the technical

aerviee peraonnel and the potential customers. This

manual should include all information which is con»

sidered necessary fer a complete understanding and use

of the product or application.

Technical Publicitg. Accordirzg to Tyleruiz), 1 publicity

plan should be organized.when a product, process, er application

is ready fbr mark6t• The first step in the publicity plan should

be a presentation cf the development in the technical press or

before a technical society. There are specific raasons for this

step, “Firat, a neu industrial product, process, or application

usually must be approved by technical representatives of the

buyer; second, even if the product is to be marketcd direct to

the genral pubiic, the arketing campaign is meh strengthened

if baaed ou publication satisfhctcry te the profesaion or trade;

third, at least one professional society (American Institute of

Chemical Engineers) requires in its code of othics that initial

disclosure be made to a technical audie¤e.*

If the development seems to have but fer industrial uses,

u attempt eb¤u1&\be made to fbrmulate a general publicity plan,

Should the derälepaeut be epeetacular and be of general interest g

to the public, a press anneuneement should be prepared. The re-

lease shculd be mad as soon as the basic paper has been published

or presented.

Fbllewing the release ef the basie paper and general

publicity, efferts to increase the interest in the development
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can b made such as; distribution of reprints of the basic

paper; peparation of direct mail advertising; and preparation

of additioal articles in the technical and trade press, fea-

turing some special property or application,

Inquiries which come in as a result of the publicity will

ask for samples, further technical details, and more details of

marketing, such as price, delivery, a grades, These inquiries

sould be handed promptly with as little delay as possible,

It is emhasized that the planning, preparation, and dis-

tribtion of the publicity should be handled only by qualified

personnel, These are technical matters and care should be used

in developing and carrying out the publicity plan in order to

reduce the pcssibility of misinterpreting the development,

Development of Uses for New Chemicals, A paper presented

by Corley(12) at The National Industrial Chemical Conference in

l9h8 included a few basic principles which mst be followed in

any program for the development of uses fbr new chemicals,

They are as follows¢

1, New uses mst be thoroughly wcrked out, tried, and proven

befbre plant applications are made,

2, Obtain and publish all possible physical and chemdcal

data in technical periodicals as soon as possible,
3, Keep potential customers supplied with samples large

enough for them to carry on their experiments,

b, Study the chemdcal and physical properties of the pro-

duct and list all potential fields of utility, Have

laboratories of potential customers evaluate samples of
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the product,

S, Have technically trained personnel, who are thoroughly

famdliar with the new product, visit the laboratories

which are carrying on the evaluation work,

6, Plan a well-thought-out advertising program, Advertising

should be only in top flight technical periodicals,
· 7, Submit samples to everyone who appears interested in

making an evaluation,

8, Use trade names only for shipping and billing purposes,

9, Have only technically trained personnel handle corres-

pondence with potential customrs,

10, Brochures should contain sufficient information to

obtain the interest of the prospect but not so elaborate

that a personal call becomes unnecessary,

ll, Have all phases of outside contact in the development of

new chemicals placed on a strictly confldential basis,

12, Have only technically trained personnel call on pros-

pective customers as well as established customers,

Hy following this procedure many questions are eliminated

without delay, Alhough some details may seem unimportant, if

they are carefully followed and intelligently handled, the program

has an excellent chance to succeed,

Summary. Similar procedures with variations to eet individual

needs wereused for introducing new products, uses, and applications

to the industry, Depending upon the type of product, different

approaches may be required.when the introductory sales stage is

reached, Emphasis was pkaced upon planning a procedure to fellow
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in each case and carrying this plan through by using capable tech-

nical personnel, The ain steps involved in market development

were, dissemination of information, application research, and con-

tacting prospective customers,

The industries usually place this function in a separate

department, supervised hy the sales or research department, They

stress organization, planning, and technical personnel as te

main factors which are needed to carry on the activities of

market development,

A composite of program schedules which is followed by the

industry as a whole involves seven steps, They are:

l, Application research before introducing the product, use,

or application t the industry,

2, Collection of all knowledge of the product‘s physical

and chemical properties,

3, Dissemination of information to prospective customers,

h, Technical publicity and advertising,

S, Education of technical salesmn to carry to the pros-

pective customers a true account of the product, use,or

application,

6, Distribution of samples,

7, Preparation of brochures and manuals for use of customers

and salesmen,

The Small Comggy and Market Developmnt

Classification Qy Size, Ä report by the Armed Forces Chemical

News(5) free the Defense Departmnt shows for the fiscal year



ending June 30, 19h9, the military purchases under the Armed

Services Procurement Act of 19h? totalled $5,h62,SO0,000 . Cf

this amount, $l,h8h,800,000 in goods was purchased from small

business. Classification for this report was made by considering
those firms employing fewer than soo persons as small businesses.

Furnas'(19) classification of small organizations includes
those with fewer than 15 professional personnel.

Kirkpatrick(26) defines small business as "any enterprise for
profit" employing less than Soc person or whose net sales are not
more than $1,000,000 a year.

Gabriel(2l) defines a medium-sized chemical business es one
which has an annual profit of from $3,000,000 to $15,000,000 before

federal incoe and excess profits tax deductions. Therefore, all
companies with less than this annual profit could be considered as

small.
Tyler(bS) in discussing research in small business sets the

upper limit of a small chemical company as an investment of e;,o0o,0oo.
Evans(17) states that although capital stock of a corpora-

tion is not a completely satisfactory basis for grouping in large,
medium, and small categories, it is a good rough indicator of
relative size. After examining many corporations he decided to
class the companies as follows:

1 - Small copany - Authorized Capital stock less than $10,00.
2 - medium company - Capital stock $100,000 to $1,000,000.
3 - Large copany - Capital stock $1,000,000 or more.
For statistical purposes according to Adamsé1)the Department

of Commerce designates as small manufacturing plante, those which
employ 100 or less persons.
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fatents and Research. Patents are an indication of the

inventive mind. Ernst(16), showed the relation between big and

small business in reference to patents and definitely proved that

big business has no monnpoly on the creative and inventive minds

of the country. For the period of l92l~1938 the distribution

of patents issued were as follows=

1 - To individuals —---· — —
- · - ---—- L2.9%

2 - To foreign corporations -—-- - -—·-- 5.h

3 - To 17,571 small corporations • —·—— — - · 3h•5%

L „ To LEO coporations wit assets over
tSo,o00,0oo including subsidiaries ——-·— 17.2%

The number of large companies that averaged no more than

one patent a year for the last seven and one-half years of the

report was 181. The number of small comanies that averaged no

more than one patent in the same period was lh,855• This means,

that elimdnating the single chance discoveries,there were 269

large companies which were invention or patent-minded. he

number of smaller companies which were invention or patent-

minded um 2716.
This information is an indication that small, as well as

large companies, are active in research. Sina most large come

panies use development departments which are closely alliad with

research to exploit these patented processes and applications,

small companies should carry out similar activities to realize

a benefit from their research.

Expenditures_for·Research in Small Companies. In a cross-
sectional study presented by Stevens and Stevenson(38) it was
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reperted that ezpenses for research ran from 8 to 10 percent of

gross sales for comanies emloying less than 200 persons. A

break down of the research activities of 50 small comanies

showed=

Eight in specialized fields had no need to turn to es-

tablished research agencies or technical institutions for

aid.

Six;cmployed experts.

Thirteen used private laboratories.

Twenty-four used research facilities of engineering colleges.

Three used research facilities of foundations.

Nineteen used professional societies as a research source,

with the management encouraging active particiption.

Dependence on current technical lierature was noted in

the study.

In ordr to reduce research costs, which is necessary for

most small companies, Stevens and Stevenson(38) suggest the in-

ventive approach. This is attained by narrcwing and clarifying

the objective, and concentrating ususually ingenious and resource-

ful individuals on the objective. This procedure sometimes pro-

duces results equivalent to a sweeping and all inclusive research

program which usually is carried on by large organdzations. Re-

search‘is speculative but if properly managed, returns are mani-

fested by reduced costs and better quality of products.
Tyler(h5) states that small business can afford at least as

much research, in proportion, as big business. He assumes a re-

search budget of 3 percent as reasonable and cost of ,000 a



year per research man. Thus a gross sale of $1,200,000 a year would

support three research nen.

Any organization with sales beyond $>l,0<)0,000 a year should

support at least part of its research within the organization. In

this manner, the technical employee can transfer technical know-

ledge to and from consultants„ Loss of function can be minimised

when consultant services are discontinued or changed. Also, re-

search znen are needed for future management positions requiring a

technical backgrouncb

Small Business Research. lhe success of small business re-

search, according to Kganüg) depends largely upon the confidence

given by executives of the company. 'ßxese mn must possess under-

_ standing, imagination, and a willimness to gamble.

Personnel necessary for small business research vary con-

siderably, depennting upon the nature of the business. Special

efforts should be made to obtain from schools seniors to handle

routine analysis and control testing. This frees the available

research man to perform more constructive wc-rk•

The organisation of small business research generally follows

the pattern of big business. Yfith the cooperation of the sales and

manufacturing departments, research aids in the growth of business

by improving the quality of products produced and developing new

products.
Land(28) emphasizes the necessity of scientific personnel

on staff of all companies• Although it is not necessary for

small companies to maintain their own research laboratories, it is

necessary to have men who understand the scientificobasis of thcrlr
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products. Ren are needed who can buy research intelligently

from professional research organisations and foundations. It

is important, also, that these men who are advisors and liaison

men be supplied with adequate laboratcries, reasonable budgets

for indpendent investigation and publication, and large

traveling allovances. They should be free from routine duties,

but must be responsible fbr giving advice to management.

*An entirely neu trend in corporate organization(28) is

appearing in odern small companies. In this new kind of

compan the scientist is not an adjunct to a routine manufactur-

ing organization. Instead, the company is organised around the

concept of continuous development of new and better products

deriving day by day from the activity of its pure soientists,

applied scientists, engineers, and sales development men.

This new company is reaourceful, adaptable, and mobile. The

morale is high throughout. Everyone senses the continuous pro-

gress and the research attitude permates every member of the

organization.”

*Such companies(28) open nes markets for big bsiness, with

whom they enjoy constructive relationship through scientific

association instead of merely through administrative relationship.
Such companies solve the labor problem by creating endless new

interesting jobs with opportunities for the growth of each indi-

vida1.'

The perpetuation of this trend depends on the existene of
small and research minded companies.

Groeth Factor in Small Bsiness. At a forum on the future
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of industrial research Stevenson(39) spoke on, "The Growth

Factor in Small Business.“ He pointed to the necessity of

small companies including a technical staff in their opera-

tions, a staff who can participate in the activities of

scientific ad technical societies. A staff is needed who

can make use of the technical data published by the societies

and government laboratories, and negotiate and work with

educational institutions and large industrial research organiza-

tions.

If small companies are to compete with the large organiza-

tions and are to grow, they must first learn to compete for techni-

cal personnel. Intelligent utilization of this personnel will

almost always prodce effective resarch. The need of small

companies is education of management in employing technical

personnel and in utilizing research assistance now available.

Summagy. Classification, hy different authors, as to size

varies considerably. Statistics used fer such classifications

range from total personnel employed, to net sales, to annual

profit, to investment, to capital stock. A number of classifica-

tions as to size is available and might be used to denote size.

Fbr this study, comanies that have a gross incom of

tS,ooo,ooo or less shall be considred as small. Those small

companies considering using this program should have technical

personnel, or be willing to hire additional personnel with a

scientific background, to take on the added duties of a market

developnt program. They should have research facilities

available to carry on.the market development activities. They
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should also be in a position to meet the added financial burden

which is incurred when a market development program is organized.

Patents are an indication of research activity. The number of

patents issued to corporations shows that active research is carried

on by the small corporation, as well as the large corporations.

For small chemical companies to expand and grow it is necessary

for them to become active in modern research methods and compete

with the large companies in hiring capable technically trained men.

Development of a Small Compägy

Vil1alon(h5) in discussing the history of the Peninsular

Grinding wheel Company, Detroit, shows how small business can can-

pete with the giant corporations of the industry. Peninsular twelve

years ago was worth $75,000 with 18 employees in shop and office.
In 19h? it did almost $2,000,000 worth of business and made a net
profit of $200,000. The way this company has grown and profited
is through the leadership of Ed Price. Price believes that most
small companies are defeated because of the attitude, ”That's all

right for big companies, but we can*t do it." He believes that

small companies can do anything, and better, that large copanies
can do. He believes that small cmpanies are more flexible and have
more close contact with emplcyees which gives it an advantage over
the large company.

Price has installed research at Peninsular. The company

now has a fully equipped chemical laboratory, a factory room, and
an application room. He has included everything a big company would
have, though on a smaller scale. A policy committee has been
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established which meets once a week and sets the objectives of

the company, The commdttee consists of all the department heads,
With this company organization one man may handle three or

four functions that would take fifty or more in a big company,
The main thing is that each function is kept separate and each
exercised individually, There is careful observation to see
that no job overlaps another,

Price, a salesman, gave selling his first attention, It

was his decision to sell grinding wheels on the basis of new

ideas and service, He did not try to force sales on an established

market,

Although this is not a chemical company, it is a good examle
of what a small company can do with efficient management and an
agressive and creative sales attitude, The basis of new ideas
which is comparable to new uses for a chemical product in the
chemical industry cannot be over-estimated in establishing the
marketing policy of a company,
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III, HARgBT uLVELOPn„NT EUR SMALL CUMPARILS

As technological changes in the industry develop thus

eliminating uses and products from the active field of sales,

small as well as large companies have to seek new products and

new uses for their old products in order to stabilize their

sales curves, Realizing the possibility of such a situation

developing, most large companies engage in extensive research

and developmnt programs. They have the technical personnel,

money, and ”know-how" to carry on these development projects,

Man small companies do not carry on these development activities

for various reasons. But this situation of obsolescent markets

exists and the small companies from time to time may find them-

selves in a situation which demands the initiation of a develop-

ment program to survive. There are some small companies, not

faced with this situation, who just want to expand and diversify

their prodcts,

If a small company decides to initiate such a development

project it should establish as part of this project a market

development program, The requisites for such a program should be:

to have technical personnel available, to have research or access

to research, to have organization and planning, and to have an

optimistic spirit about the final success of the program,

A full commercial development program includes market develop-

ment, market research, product development, application research,

and technical service. This study will include only the phase of

market development; that fuction of commercial chemical develop-
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ment which creates uses for products and makes the initial

introductory sales for such uses.

Te provide examples of the organization, capacities, and

linitations of the small chemical company, and to serve as models

for the application of the principles of market development

three companies designated as “A“, "B“, and "C" were chosen.

These companies produce intermediate industrial products, that

is, products which are cnnsumed by other industries. They are

all established organizations with many years in their field of

activity.

Information pertaining to management policies, research

policy and activity, and sales procedure and policy was com-

piled. The capacity of the personnel for additional duties and

financial ability of the companies to support a market develop-

ment program were estimatcd. Hypothetical situations involvin

the necessity of broadening the companies' markets were proposed,

and arket development programs were designed to meet the specific

situations. An analysis was made to determine the ability of the

companies to support the program and conclusions were drawn as to

the feasibility of applying standard market development techniques.
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The Market Development Program for Small Chemical Cogpgnies

Management Policies. With management's decision to initiate

a market development program to assist in the expansion and diversi-

fication of its products, there are a few specific items it should
consider carefully and carry out in order to reap the returns of
its effcrts and money spent, A suggested prcedure to achieve
this program is as follows=

1. Decide on what specific project is to be undrtaken.
_ 2. Üecide on the amount of mney to be appropriated for

the program.

3. Organize the program under the direction of one person
to supervise the work.

M. Establish a market development advisory committee.
S. Include some type of research to assist in the applica-

tion studies which are necessary efore the introduction

of new uses and new products into the industry.

6. Provide market development specialists in the field who

can intelligently carry to the industry a complete story
of the product and its uses.

7. Coordinate the activities of the program.

8. Establish information channels.

Project to Undertake. In deciding the specific project to
be undertaken, management can investigate the following possihilities(b3)=

1. New uses for existing products. This type of project

can usually be undertaken with a minimum amount of expense.
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Usually the company can enjqy an additional profit

from the products already being produced without an

appreciable outlay of capital. The hazard of existing

outlets being reduced through technologicel changes

can be minimized also by carrying on this type of pro-

ject.

2. Uses for new products. Should the compan develop a

new product for which there are few or no uses, it then

becomes imperative o enter into a program to success-

fully introduce the prodct.

3, Develop outlets for secondary products. Very frequently

in the chemical industry a company is faced with the

problem of a secondary product or by-product for which

there is little or no use. Should this be the case, it

offers an excellent opportunity to the management to

initiate a market development program.

D. Satisfy a demand on the part of another industry. There

are ties when present customers have problems which

might involve a new use for an existing product or re-

quire that a new product be developed. If the circum-

stances are such that management can be reasonably

essured of a market, it could develop a market develop-

ment program of this type.

Appropriation for the Program. This is a matter which will

very greatly with the individual companies. Some companies
operete on a very small margin of profit and, therefore, could
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not appropriate a large per cent of gross sales for a market

development program. Others enjoy little competition and a

higher margin of profit. If this be the case, the management

can afford a greater amount for the program. Stevens and

Stevenson(h2) have stated.that the amount small companies

appropriate for research is as high as 8 to 10 per cent of the
gross sales. But, this is a matter which can only be decided
by the individual companies. If a sustained amount could not

be appropriated over a period of years, possibly a program could
be initiated for the duration of one year with an appraisal at
the end of that time to decide if the program can be continued.

Director of the Program. In organizing a program for market

development, one of the major items that must be considered is
the person who is to be held responsible for the various activities
and the course of action to carry such a program to a successful

conclusion. Supervision under a director, who should be appointed,
calls for a planned program and teamwork. Therefore, it is

management's duty to select one who is capable of taking on this

responsibility. After selection, management mst clearly define
the responsibilities and authority of the director.

The director should have a background of sales and research

experience and be endowed with good business judgement. He
should be able to create inspiration, give encouragement, and

stimulate those who work with him. He should also be a good

leader. Along with coordination and planning, he should keep the
advisory committee informed cn the progress of the program and its
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future expectations. It is his duty to sell the advisory committee

on the course of action to he taken in developing the program.

The director should also make a special effort to pick some-

one involved in the project to prepare all technical reports and

papers which are to be published. This person should have sound

training in English together with a basic knowledge of technical

report organization.

Market Development Advisogp Committee. The establishent of

an advisory committee can be of great assistance in carrying on the

project successfully. Its functions primarily are to appraise the

work which has been completed, make decisions on the future plans,

provide for control, establish general policies of the program,

and keep top managemnt advised on the progress that is being made.

Management mst have facts upon which to make decisions. It

must know customers' reactions and behavior and know why a new use

or application is or is not accepted hy the industry. It must

dcpend to a large extent upon the teamwork of all the persennel

involved to have a successful program. It must have some super-

vision and central control of the program. An advisory comnittee

made up of the leading personnel of each department can give

management these things upon which it relies in making executive

decisions.

Research for Application Studies. As ew ideas for applica-

tions and uses are introduced, there should be some facilities

in the company to test and develop them. These facilities can be
as extensive and elaborate as the financial budget allows. Care
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should be taken in selecting sales minded research men to carry on

this work, The mn in this application research work should under-
stand the significance of practical applications and appreciate the
difficulties involved in production procedures,

Should such application research men be under the supervision
of the research department, care should be taken in coordinating
and synchronizing their work with that of the market development
program, It is important to have a free and full exchange of in-
formation concerning the project, There is also a great need to
specify the amount of control the director of the program shall
have over the research activities which are involved in the mar-
ket development program,

Market Development Spgcialists, In an interview with Chaplin
Tyler at Wilmingtn, Delaware, he stressed the need of finding
the right man to carry on the work of a market development specialist,
It is one factor which is being given more and more consideration
by the larger chemical manufacturing companies, He states that the
selection of the proper personnel to carry on this work is the con-
trolling factor which will decide the degree of success of a mar-
ket development program,

Six major qualifications(3) which are necessary for a person
in market development work are:

1, He must have a working technical knowledge of the chemical
industry with specialisation in the technologies of the
company and its customers,

2, He must understand the advantages and limits of applica-
tion research,
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3, He must have a kncwledge of manufacturing operations

in his own company and the customer industries, with

an interest in solving difficult technical problems,
h, He should be willing to travel, meet new people, and

new situations,
S, He must have an interest, and if possible, experience,

in applied economics,
6, He must possess the necessary personal attributes,

appearance, neatness, personality, etc,, to fit into

the teamwork so essential to success,

In addition the market development specialist should have

the following personal qualifications=
l, He should enjoy dealing with people and like to be

associated with them,

2, He should be stable emotionally, that is, be well
balanced and not carry anything to extreme,

3, He must possess a strong and high character,
h, He must be a good manager, Since the majority of

his work is carried on outside the company, self

discipline and management in time, effort, and money
becom paramount,

5, He should enjoy competition,

6, He should be tolerant in his understanding of other

people,

7, He should be energetic and aggressive in carrying on

the duties assigned to hin,
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As an aid in selecting the proper personnel for this work,

it is suggested that management use the consulting facilities of

an organization that specializes in analysis of individual

capacities and possibilities. The Psychological Corporation,

Industrial Relations Mthods, Inc., and the Klein Institute for

Aptitude Testing, Inc., are three such organizations that pro-

vide this facility.

The Klein Institute for Aptitude Testing, Ic., uses six

psychological written tests to aid in selecting individuals to

work in the market development field. They are:

l. Bernreuter Personality Inventory: Determine type of

personality, trends toward neurosis.

2. Social Intelligence Test: Tests judgement in social

situations by presenting a situation with several

alternative solutions.

3. Otis Mental Test: A genral intelligence test.

M. Strong Vocation Interest Blank: Analysis of reactions

to too items covering occupations and amsements.

S. Sales Sense Test: Presents sales situations with

alternative solutions.

6. Washburne Social Adjustment Test: Uncovers emotional

instability or psychological handicaps.

The job of selecting personnel as market development spe-

cialists cannot be over estimated. Therefore, it is urged that

management spend the required tim and effort needed to select
individuals who it believes will make a success of the market

development program.
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Coordination. Market development is concerned greatly with

the externl activities of development work. Management must,

therefore, have an organized plan to integrate these external

activities with those of the internal activities of the company

such as research, production, and company policies. It mst fit

together these various activities into a logical pattern so the

development of the market development program can progress with

a minimum amount of interference. The program should be so

organized tat both the internal and external functions with the

objectives of the organization. There must be a free and complete

exchange of information, and an attitude of united teamwork be-

tween all members taking part in the program. This can be

accomlished by intelligent and careful planning, and a spirit

of cooperation with all members involved.

Information Channels. In order to keep a record of all in-
formation pertaining to the market development program and dis-

perse the information to all interested in the program, it is

necessary to create a system for handling reports and all informa-

tion on the program's activities. All reports should be directed

to the market development director and he can in turn route the

reports to those who will profit by the information contained

therein. Special progress reports should be mad monthly, semi-

annually, and annually to the director. These reports should

contain the progress to date and an outline of the work to he

investigated and carried out in the future.

Procedure for Director. After the director of the market
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development program has been appointed, he must organize and plan

his work systematically in order to achieve success with the pro-

ject. He can simplify this program by following a few basic

principles.

First, have all potential uses for either a new or an old

established chemdcal developed in research laboratories. The

uses mst be thoroughly worked out, tried and proven before

attempts are made to exploit them. It is emphasized that no new

use can be considered as proven until it has been tested and

satisfactorily accepted by a potential customer.

äecond, study the chemical and physical properties of the

product and list all of the potential fields of application.

Correlation of the properties of the product with like properties

of other chemicals will suggest many fields of possibleapplica-

tion. Select a number of ideas or possiküe uses which suggest a

reasonabde amount of success. The larger the organization, the

more ideas can be handled at one time. In the smaller companies

it is advisable to limit the number of ideas for development in

order to keep within the bdget.
S

Third, initiate an application research program within the

company to test and evaluate these ideas. Be sure here to include

comparative testing of any existing competitive product now on the

market. Care should be taken to record and study methods of pro-

cedure, costs, operating difficulties, and special equipment needed

for the application or use. It is also paramunt to keep the con-
ditions of the operation as near as possible to those which will
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be experiened in actual production.

Another important consideration at this time which must be

taken care of is patents. when any use or process can be patented,

it shall be the duty of the director to take the necessary steps,

through a patent attorney, to have the use or application patented.

Fourth, develop through the technical salesmen a working

arrangement with the research departments of some companies in

the potential field of application whereby they will use supplied

samples to check and further evaluate the possiküe uses for the

product. Host companies are very glad to do this type of evalua-

tion work with the idea of reducing their cost of production and

inreasing the quality of their products.

Fifth, as soon as possible obtain and publish all physical

and chemical information pertaining to the new use in the techni-

cal periodicals of the relative indstries. Accuracy here is of

utmost importance. Successful exploitation of the use will de-

pend on this accurate application information.

Wherever it is possible, technical members of the company

should present papers before various technical groups, particularly

to those who are in the interested field of activity. This brings

to the attention of other technical men the new use and stimulates

their minds as to where in their compan the use can possibly be

applied.

Sixth, educate the technical salesmen thoroughly in the

application of the new use. Have them visit the various companies

who are testing andevaluating the use. A great benefit in having
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technically trained personnel in close contact with the evalua-

tion work, is to see that the use or application is not handled

incorrectly through lack of experience and unintentional mis-

handling. The presence of the technical men insure an opportunity

for the new use to perform satisfactorily.

Another reason for having technicaly trained personnel in

close contact with the evaluating companies is the difference

found in operating techniques, conditions, and equipment of the

various companies. Sometimes it is necessary to change or modify

these conditions to obtain satisfactory results. These field

modifications frequently eliminate some of the basic difficulties

and very often improve the technique of the use.

An important point to look for in evaluating a product for
any new use is its ”hidden assets." That is, some desirable or

unexpected physical or chemical property may be found at some
step in the processing or be imparted to the customer's final
product. In many cases the benefit originally expected then be-
comes of secondary importance.

Seventh, construct a carefully planned advertising program

about the use and the product. Advertise only in the technical
periodicals that reach the potential customers. make some techni-
cal man in the company, who is familiar with both the capabilities
and limitations of the use for the product, responsible for all
advertising material. Impress upon this person that the most
important factor in planning the advertising campaign is to de-
velop interest in the new use for the product and to promote
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interest of other experimenters in the field who are unknown

to the company.

'The advertising illustrations used in promoting the new

use should be out of the ordinry and unusual. They mst also

excite the curiosity of the reader and hold his attention.

Only in this manner can one expect to interest a technical per—

son and cause him to consider more deeply the possibilities of

this new use.

Not only should the proven uses of the product be advertised

but also those potential uses which have possibilities. A

great many new leads to potential customers can be obtained

through successfully presenting in the advertising material

possible, but not proven, uses for a product.

Eighth, start developing a comprehensive mailing list

including the research men in the general field of activity of

the new use, university professors who may be interested in the

field, and all other technical men who possibly would be interested.

Add to this list at every oportunity. Distribute to the people

on the mailing list a prepared technical bulletin describing the

physical and chemical properties, composition, and new use or uses

for the product.

Ninth, samples and technical information should be submitted

promtly to anyone who appears to be interested in trying the

new use in their operations. After the submission of samples, it

is very important to follow up with both correspondence and a per-
sonal call by a technical salesman.
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Usually it is better to submit the samples and then supply

all of the necessary physical, chemical, and application informa-

tion by correspondence. $ome days after the correspondence has

been sent, it is well to follow up with the personal call. This

gives the potential customer a chance to work with the product

and formulate questions in his mind that were not completely

satisfied after reading the technical information which was

sent to him.

Tenth, have correspondence with potential customers directed

only ny those individuals who are competent and experienced with

the product and its uses. Previous correspondence and a general

knowledge of the activities of the potential customers can b of

great assistance in helping to present a full and true picture of

the product and its uses. ‘When the contents of letters are con-

fined to information of immediate interest to the potential custom-

er, the writer can be assured of a more interested and observant

reader.

Eleventh, prepare brochures and operating manuals containing

all of the information needed by the potential customers and the

technical salesmen. Brochures should include such information as,

identity of the product and possible uses, all physical and chemi-

cal properties available, size of shipping containers, hazards in

use, performnce and efficiency data wherever possible, quotation

of prices, and identity of the company. It should be so organized

that the msre important information can be easily located. Data

and statistics should be organized to permit comparisons should

they be of value. Terminology should be standardised to avoid
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confusion and misunderstanding.

Items l, 2, 3, and Ä in the Appendix are examples of bulle-

tins an manuals the Hercules Powder Compan is using in pro-

mting their new product, "Toxaphene." These manuals are dis-

tributed to their potential customers, insecticide compounding

companies, for their use and information.

Twelfth, instruct all personnel in the program to keep

information pertaining to potential customers developments on

a strictly confidential basis. Only when the potential customr

agrees to having information about his process published can you

release such information. One of the worst conditions that can

develop between a supplier and a potential customer is to have

information regarding his operation find its way back to him

from other outside sources. This situation immediately creates

an air of distrust between the potential customer and his sup-

plier. It is very poor promotion to discuss with anyone in the

field information pertaining to their competitors specific uses

for a chemical, and then trying to sell the product just because

it is being used by the competitors.

These basic principles are all important to a successful

market development program. The director shouli consider care-

fully this procedure and so plan his schedule that every step is

attended to properly. Ey following this procedure, he can exe

pect reasonsol: success from the market development program.

The Market Developmnt Procedure for Small Chemical Companies.
After a study of the general procedure of marke€ development in

the chemicalindustry with special emphasis placed on requirements
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and limitations, methods, and organization the following general

procedure is recowmended for the small chemical company engaging
in market developmnt. Ibis procedure may be mdified to suit

the individual needs of a specific company:

1. Have all potential uses developed in the laboratory.

2. Correlate the properties of the product and list all
of the potential fields of application.

3. Initiate application research in the company.

M, Obtain companies to evaluate the potential use.

S. Publish all physical and chemical information per-
taining to the use in technical periodicals.

6. Lducate the salesmen in the application or use.
7, Initiate an advertising program.

8. Develop a mailing list for distribution of technical

bulletins.

9. Send samples to those who are interested in the applica-
tion. aake personal calls after samples are sent.

10. Follow with the necessary correspondence.

ll. Prepare brochures and operating manuals.

12. Instruct personnel to keep information about customers

operations confidential.

NAI!

Histogy. Company 'A" has been in operation for Mo years as
an inorganic chemical manufacturer. It has a capital investment of
$2,000,000 with total annual sales of $2,500,000. There are 200
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employees, 13 of whom have a technical background. The company is

incorporated and all of the stock is owned by one family. It is

manufacturing three chemicals which are distributed mainly to the

textile, agricultural, paper, and clay industries. There is one

manufacturing plant and the home office is located there. Branch

sales offices are located in three major cities in.the United States.

Management Policies. The president, and owner, controls and

directs the company. He relies upon two staff officials to carry

out the functions of management; the general manager and vice-

president. Of these two officials, the general manager has the

all—important duty of directing production, research, and com-

mercial sales of the products manufactured. He has a production

manager, a research director, four salesmen, and one technical

service man under his direct supervision. Äll advertising is

handled through outside agencies.

The vice-president directs the controller and export sales.

Approximately five per cent of the total products manufactured are

sold to foreign markets.

Organization and Personnel. Chart No. 5 shows the organisa-

tional structure of this company.

The company employs 13 technically trained mn who could be

considered qualified to aid in a market development program.

General Manager - Uirects production, research, and sales.
Vice-President - Directs export sales and controller.

Research Director - Directs research and development.
Chemical Engineer - Under direction of research director; works

mostly on production efficiency and product quality.
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Research Chemst - Under direction of research director; re-

search and development on prodct quality and efficienqy.

Control Chemist, two — Routine analysis in prodction control,

testing raw materials, and finished products.

Branh Office Salesman, three - Routine duties of a chemdcal

salesman.

Home Office Salesman — Routine duties of a chemical salesman.
Technical Service Ran — Service work to customers in applying

products sold to industry.

Production Manager - Qirccts all activities of production.

Research Policy and Activity. The company has adequate re-

search facilities for its needs, with a research director, a re-

search chemical engineer, and a research chemist. Their major work

consists of process development of the three chemicals produced.

Management considers that this group is doing a satisfactory job.

The company appropriates each year a specific amount of money

to be spent on research. The programs to be followed are left to

the decision of the general manager and the research director.

Sales Procedure and Policies. The genral manager is in

charge of all commercial sales activities. He has four techni-

cally trained salesmen and one technical service man in the mar-

keting department. The policy carried out hy these salesmen is

to maintain an intnsified survey and comlete coverage of the

industries to which the products are sold in order to push these

products into those outlets already established. There is no
organized program for finding new uses and applications for these
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products, The tendency has been to let the other manufacturers

develop new uses and applications, then go in andtry to take

some of this new business away from the competitors,

ßypothetical Situation for Company "A", The situation

assumed in company "A“ is a reduction of the gross sales of any

one or all three of the present chemicals manufactured because of

new technological changes in the industries to which the products

are now being distributed, Should such a situation develop, the

mnageent would then be obliged to develop new products for sale

or search for new uses for its present products if it is wished
T

to mintain the company's present positümaßnancially, For this

case it shall be assumed tat it is desired to stabilize the sales

curve through an organised market development program,

Appropriation for Program, After the decision to initiate a

market development program, management should immdiately appro-

priate the necessary money to carry on the program, The annual

research appropriation may well be the source of this fand, For

this case it shall be assumed that the situation is urgent, One

half of the research money should be allotted for the program,

This amount will enable the personnel involved to concentrate
considerable time and effort on the program, It will be assumed

that the company annually appropriates four per cent of its gross

sales for research, The amount available for the market develop-

ment program will then be $50,00 a year, The program should be

initially planned for a period of at least two years, which will

permt a length of time long enough for an intensified development
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of the three products. After a period of two years the manage-
ment can agpraise the success of the program and then decide
on the desirability of continuing the activity.

Organization for Market Development. An advisory committee
should be organized to make decisions on the course of action tc
be taken and keep top management informed on the progress of the
project. This committee should include the general manager, vice-
president, research drector, and a technical salesman. This
committee should hold meetings once a month to transact business
and check on the progress of the program. The advisory committee
shall be responsible only to the president of the company. It
shall make periodical reports on the progress of the program.

The present research director should be appointed as director
of the program. His supervision of the research activities will
prove to be a great asset as the program develops and it becomes
necessary to carry on application studies.

Organization chart No. 6 shows how the program can be
placed in the present organization.

Qggßg. The committee will}have $50,0oo with which to
carry on its activities. One possible distribtion of this amount
is shown as follows:
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Director of Program Half time Ä h,00O
Chemical engineer Half time 3,000

Research chemist Half time 3,000
Two control chemists Half time h,000
Four technical salesmen 25% time each 6,000
Technical service man Half time 3,000
Laboratory and office expense 12,000

Traveling expense 12,000

miscellaneous expense },000

50,000
Tpaveling for this program is an important phase in the

activity. The duties involved in the program call for personal
contacts to be made with the laboratories of evaluating companies
and prospective customers. This makes it necessary for some of
the personnel to spend a considerable amount of time in travel.

The lahoratory and office expense include stenographic
assistance for reports and correspondence, office materials,
advertising including brochures, bulletins, and manuals, and
special laboratory equipment. It does not include any money for
capital investment such as buildings and laboratories.

This distribution of money very nearly approximates that
which Tyler(hh) advanees as the average cost per research man per
year. He assumes the average total unit cost per research man
per year to be $12,000. It can be seen that the part time of the
ten men involved in this program is equivalent to four full time
employees.
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Qgjigä. The personnel involved in this program are drawn

from research, production, and sales. The director of the
program has a direct line control over the two men in his re-
search department. Thus, he can control their duties and
activities directly. In the case of the sales and production

departments, it is advisable to have directed duties channeled

through the head of each department. This eliminates the

possibility of confusion and misunderstanding between the three

departments.

The director shall be responsible for effectively directing

the various activities of the program. His three major functions.
are to make monthly reports to the advisory committee, to establish

and control all reports and records of the program activities,

and to coordinate the internal and external activities of the

program.

The research chemist, chemical engineer, and two control
chemists shall carry on the application studies under the super-
vision of the director and assist the director with information
gathering, correspondence, compiling market survey statistics,
advertising copy, technical brochures, and operating manuals.
By planning and coordinating this work the director will have
all the assistance he needs to carry on these internal activities.

With four technical sélesmen and one technical service man
to carry on the outside contact work and assist in gathering

information for market studies, the director can effectively
direct the external activities of the program. Although the
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salesmen and technical service man only spend 25 per cent of

their time on this program, by coordinating the program's

activities with those of regular sales and service, effective

results can be obtained.

Procedure. The director must plan a procedure to systemat-

ically carry on the program, The situation involves finding

new uses for three products which are now being produced. The

plan should follow these steps:

First, he should gather all available information obtainable

about the three products. This includes physical and chemical

properties and the present uses. Then, he should correlate the

properties of the products with other products and list all the

fields of potential uses.

Second, he should choose a limited number of pronising uses

with which to work. Choose only those uses which indicate the

least amount of time and expense to develop. Initiate applica-

tion studies in the laboratory. Careful records should be kept
and any application which can be patented should be turned over
to a patent attorney for processing.

Third, have the four salesmen and the technical service
man induce some of the present customers to test and evaluate
promising uses in their laboratories.

Fourth, when a use has been tried and proven, designate
one of the research men, preferably the one who has worked on

developing the use, to write a technical paper for publication
in technical periodicals. Arrange for this paper to be presented
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before a technical society, preferahly a society of the industry

in which the use will be sold,

Fifth, prepare technical hulletins and pamphlets descrihing
the use in detail, Compile a mailing list of all companies which

are likely prospects, Schedule the technical service man and the

salesmen to call on these companies not later than one week after
the technical bulletins are mailed,

Sixth, prepare an operating manual with all information per-

taining to the product and its use included, This is to be used

as a guide and reference by customers and company salesmen,

öeventh, after a number of custozers are successfully using

the product for this particular use, turn the project over to
regular sales,

Discussion, Company "A" has the technical personnel, re-
search facilities, and funds available to carry on a market develop-
ment program. lt is believed the initiation of such a program
would not disrupt the organization of the company, It seems
feasible that a market development program can be organized in
this company,

Company "B“

Histogy, In 1920 comany *B* was organized and started

operations, It took over the operations of a company that had

gone into bankruptcy, The company markets three products, One
(to be referred to as No 1) is an intermediate product 90 per cent
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of which is sold to a single industry. The other two pro-

ducts (to be referred to as No 2 and No 3) are produced and

sold to small contractora and to retail merchants• A mine,
the source of raw material fbr product No 1, is owned and

operated by the company.

Gross sales average $350,000 a year• The present financial
condition cf the compan; is favorable•

Organization and Management Policies. This company has
grcwn and prospered through the cfforts of cnc man, the manager.
It has a total personnel raster of MS, one of whom is technically

trained• This is a chemist emplcyed for fbrmukztion wcrk. All
of the activities of the company are supervised directly by the
manager. 3c has an assistant whc directs the production ¤pera•
tisns• There arc three persons who handle the cffice wnrk•

There is no organizcd research program carried on br this
c¤mpany• Trom tina to time some development work has been

carried on tc increase the size of operations. Tnis work was
carried on entirely by the manager. Organized research has been
considered by the manager, but up tc the present he has considered
it as Lco expcnsivc for his 0rianization„

Sales Procedurcs and Policies. The company, using a mine
as a source of raw material fer product No 1, has been producing

this product fbr the past 30 years mainly for ccnsumption in a

single industry. Ninety per cent of this product is sold for one

use. Anofher nine per cent is sold far one use in another industry,
The rcmainiug one per cent goes into miscellancous uses. This
product produces the volume of business for the company, and there
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is practically no competition.

The total sale of product No 1 is made through various

jobbers located throughout the country. These jobbers are

specialists who distribute a numher of products to one industry.

They are usually called industry jobbers.

Products No 2 and Ho 3 have been manufactured only in re-

cent years by the company. These two products were added to pro-

duction because of management's desire to expand its operations.

The raw materials used to manufacture these products are bought

from other suppliers. They are not being manufactured in large
“

quantities such as product No l. These two products are sold by

two company salesmen and two commission salesmen. The salesmen

are non-technical. The products are sold to small contractors

and retail merchants.

gypgthetical Situation for Cogpany
”B".

There are other

possible sources of raw materials from which product No l could
be manufactured. Should these sources be developed, thus re-

ducing the sale of this product, the company might be expected

to initiate some type of program to develop either a new pro-

duct or some new uses for this product.

One possible line of action would be to appropriate an

amount of mney to find new uses for this product and then hire

a consultant for the work. This is being done and has proven

satisfactory in many cases. Another alternative would be to

establish a fellowship at sos college to carry out the research

activities and carry on the rest of the activities with company
personnel. These two ways of solving the problem might take more
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money than the company could appropriate, A third possible

lin of action would be to organize the total development with-

in the company, In this way, the personnel who are involved

could carry on this activity in addition to their regular

responsiblities, The third way of solving the problem will be

discussed here,

honey and time needed for the development of a new prodct

usually is much greater than that needed to develop uses for

products already being produced, Since the company has a

small volume of business, it is assumed that the amount of money

to be appropriated for he program will not be enough to de-

velop a new product, Thus, the assumption is made that a pro-

gram will be organized to develop new uses for product No l,

Research Appropriation, Stevens and Stevenson(38) re-

ported that the smaller companies, on the average, spend up to

ten per cent of their gross sales on research, Since this

company does not spend any money on research, it could conceiv-

ably appropriate five per cent of its gross sales for a desig-

nated hngth of time for a market development program, The

company, therefore, could appropriate $17,500 a year for this

project, It will be assumed that this amount shall be invested

in the program for the term of one year, then an appraisal will
be made of the accomplishment and further action taken as needed,

Organization for Market Developmgnt, Organisation of this

progrm should include provision for control, coordination of
activities, plannirg, and records, The time necessary for set-
ting up such an organization for this company should not be
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great because of the relative simplicity and small number of

personnel involved. The manager should designate a minimum of

three days to establish this organization. Since he is the sole

individual of top management, it will be his duty to control the
program. He is very busy with the other activities of the organiza-

tion and cannot spend too much tim on the program, lhus, it

would b to his advantage to so arrange the program that once a

week a meeting of those involved in the program will be held to

discuss progress and future plans.

Coordination of activities involves information sources,
research, and field contacts. The management is responsible for

this function and should so plan the program that these various

activities are carried on to achieve the final objectives of the

project with a minimum delay in time. This can be successfully

carried on by requiring progress reports from tose involved.

Many small companies do not have adequate technical person,

nel. Stevenson(39) states that if small companies are to compete
and grow, they must learn first to compete for technical person-
nel. When technical personnel are hired and utilized, then

effective results fo low. The need now is for education of

small company management towards employing technical personnel and
in the methods of utilizing research assistance which is now avail-

able to them.

With only one technical man in the company now, the manage-

ment should employ two men to carry out this program. A re-
search man should be hired, one who will make application studies
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in the laboratory and, from time to time, visit the plante of
potential customrs in developing uses of the product. Ä

technical salesman should be employed also to make the contacts

in.the field and assist in collecting information concerning

the products. Since the sum to be appropriated for this pro~
ject is small, the salesman can carry on some of th sales work
which is now being done by the manager, thus relieving him of

some regular duties which can be used advantageously on the mar-

ket development program. In this way the entire time of this
salesman need not be devoted to the project, thereby reducing

the expense of travel and salary charged against the money

appropriated for the project.

fägggg. The amount of time and money to be spent on the

project should b distributed as followsz

Manager — 2 hours a week for conference S 2,000

3 hours a week for planning and directing

Research Man — full time 5,50

Performing necessary research work on

developing new uses for product. Gathering

and correlating information on product,

Formulating Chemist - 10 hours a week 1,200
Ässisting the research man

Technical Salesman - 20 hours a week 2,500

Traveling Expense 3,300

Laboratory and miscellaneous office expense },0O0
Total 17,500
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The traveling expense is low. Therefore, it is advisable
to concentrate the efforts of the program on a small number of
·uses. This will make it possible for the one salesman to con-

centrate his activities on a smaller number of companies.

Duties. When organizing the program, it shall be the duty
of the manager to specify the duties of the three men assigned

and to direct the project,

To direct this project, the manager must have facts about
internal and external developments. He will depend in a large

measure on the teamwork of the other three en involved. Thus,
he must consider carefully the reports, weekly conferences, and
weekly progress made in order to satisfactorily direct this

project.

Since the research man spends his total time on the market
development program, it will fall upon his shoulders to carry
out the fundamental duties of the program. He will have the

part time assistance of the formulating chemist to aid in
collecting information and in making application studies. He
should direct the gathering of information on the product and
potential uses and compile it into a report, correlate the
properties and possible uses of the product, control the applica-
tion studies carried on in the plant, prepare the necessary
operating manual, and direct the technical publicity and ad-
vertising whenever necessary. In essence he will be the assist-
ant director of the program handling the detail work and pre-
paring necessary reports upon which the manager will rely in
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making clecisionm

formulsting chemist will spencl only 25 per cent of his
time on the project, He wifl be under ihre direction of the re-

search msgu and aid ms.ir1ly in carrylngg out the application studies•

Although. the ‘tec}m.ical salssxzxan spends only half of his time

ou the project, his duty is one of the key functions. Ho must
do all of the contact work in developing the new uses for the

product, direct the c·ustomc~r evaluation progragu, ami make pre-
liminsry xuarlcet Surveys, His trips should be c611·ei‘ully plarmed
to mesh with the other sales activities. Although he is not

under the direction of the research mau, he should work with the
research man amd make every effort to obtaiu information that
will be of assistance to the project,

Procedure. The manager spends only five hours a week ou
the program, therefore, täxe research man shall supervise the
procedure under the: direction of the: mamsger. The procedure to
be followed shall be as £ollr.wrs=

First, compile all physical ami chemical properties of pro-
duct No l ami correlate these properties with products that have
similar properties. Maico a list of all the potential uses.

Second, choose three potential uses mich imiicate a rea-
sonable amount of success without too much expense ami time for
development. If possible, choose the potential uses which can
be applied to a small number of organizatioms. This will enable
the salesman to couceutrste his activities ou just a. few companies.
Start a use research program in the company making sure that all
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Third, if pqssiblc, have the salesman inducc at least one
company to test and evaluate any promising use in their labora—

ä0rics•

Fourth, when a use has been tried and provcm, prcpare a

technical bulletin dascrihing the use amd infbrmation pcrtain-

img to product No 1. Ä paper should bc written and submitted

to the technical pmrloiicals,

?ifth, make a list of all prospcctive users and mail the

technical bulletins to these comyanies, Arrange for the sales-

man bo call om these conpamies not later than one week after

;11ailiI1,j•

Sixth, prepare an operating manual fbr the use cf customers

and the company salesman containing all information about the

product and the use. Have the salesman give to prospcctivc

customers this manual fbr their information and reference.
Scvemäh, after a number of customers have successfully

applied this use in bbcir operations, it can be transferred to

the regular sales operations.

Qiscussiou. Company “Ü”, to iniäiate a market development

program, has to hire two a&iiLi¤¤6l man to aasist in the pro—
jcct• It has a limited sum uf money to spend on the program,
therefore it is advisable to concentrate on only a few potential
uses and a few campamies for application of the uses. This

reduccs the ncccssiäy of advertising to reach a great many
potential customers.
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Although the program requires additional personnel and

added duties for those already employed, it is believed that

these added duties can be successfully carried without in-

terfering with regular duties. It seems feasible that a mar-

ket development program can be organized for this company.

Company "C*

Histogy, Comany “C" began its business activities in

1921. At first it imported raw materials and manufactured

them into finished products. With a plentiful supply of raw

materials located near-by, the company slowiy substituted

the domestic rgw materials for the imorted ones. This change

has placed the company in a mre favorable position by eliminat-

ing its dependence on import material as a source of supply.

The capital stock of the company is $500,000 and its gross

sales total $500,000 a year. Essentially it produces one pro-

duct, but manufactures many different fbrmulations to satisfy

its customers. The company is on of the smaller prodcers

in its field of activity. Competition from the larger manu-

facturing companies is great.

Two plante are owned and operated by the comany. The

dmestic raw materials are processed at the main plant. A

small synthetic plant which produces the same type of product is

located near-by. This operation was started because of the

trend in the industry towards the use of synthetic products

which are believed o be of higher quality. This plant has been
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in operation for five years. So far it has not proved to be

profitable but as the sales develop in synthetics it is be-

lieved his operation will prove to be a profitable investment.

Mnagement Policies. Sale of all products, with the excep-

tion of a small amount to the local market, is accomplished

through industry jobbers.· The company owns Sl per cent of the

stock in one of these jobbers. This is the begining of an

effbrt on the part of management to effect more direct control

over the sale of their products to the consuming industry.

This jobbing organization, which is controlled by the manu-

facturer, does some research work for their customers when it

becomes advisable to do so. The salesen are specialists in

the industry to which they sell. Some are technically trained.

The company does not appropriate any money for research

work. No exploratory work is carried on in the laboratory other

than special formulations for the product as demanded by the

regular customers.

Organisation and Personnel. Organization chart 7 shows

the line functions of the employees. It is of interest to note

here that the company has no direct control over the sale of

its products to the consumdng manufacturers, but up to the

present time this situation has been satisfactory to the

management of the company. In discussing this situation with

the management of the company, it became apparent that somthing

would be done in the near future to bring about a closer rela-

tionship between the company and its customers. The management
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feels that through direct contact with its customers more service

can be given to them than that which now is being given through

the jobbers.

In discussing the line organization of the company, the
management preferred to say they all worked together. The

organization is closely knit and very much on a friendly basis.
Although specific duties are assigned to particular indviduals,
they are interchangeable.

The company has approximately 10 employees, There are
ten office employees and two laboratory technicians. A total of
six technically trained.men are employed. A chemical engineer
and one mechanical engineer work at the synthetic product plant
owned by this company.

Two technical men operate the laboratory, Their main

responsibility is formulating the products to met specifica-
tions set fbrth by the customers, There have been over 600
special fermulas developed for the product.

Present Status. The sale of the product is at an all time
high. Competition is keen and the stability of the market some-
what unertain. A continuous search is carried on by the jobbing
organizations for outlets in this market. The management admits
they are never a first in the industry. After the larger com-
petitors have initiated a formulation or use in the industry,
this company tries to duplicate what the competitor is doing
and then take away some of this business,

The need for organised research is recognized butno action
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has been taken. Diversification of prodcts has not been con-

sidered. Finding new products into which the raw materials can
be manufactured has not been investigated.

gypothetical Situation for Compgpg "C". Company “C" has
a source of supply of one raw material for which there is no
use at the present time. Therefore, it will be assumed the
compan wants to expand its present operations and develop a
use for this material. To do this it must organize a market

development program to find uses and markets for the material.
Appropriation for Program. With the decision to initiate

a market development program, it is then necessary to appro-

priate a sum of money to carry on the project. No money is
appropriated for research now, therefore, an amount of 5 per
cent of the gross sales, or $25,000, should be appropriated
for the project. It is assumed that this amount is appro-
priated for the period of one year, then an appraisal will be
made of the accomplishment and further action taken as needed.

Organization for Market Development. A mrket develop-
ment committee will be appointed. This conmittee is necessary
to keep top management advised on the progress of the project
and to decide on the general policies and course of action
to be taken in order to successfully carry out the program.
This committee should be comosed of the plant manager, the
technical salesmaniwagmember of the research staff, and the
director of the program. The comnittee should have regular
meetings that Should be held not less than once every two weeks.
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A director of the program will then be appointed. This

will be the chemical engineer who is new employed. It is neces-

sary for this man to spend his entire time on the project. The

duties now carried on by this man can be taken over by another

one of the technically trained men.

Although the company seems o have the necessary technical

personnel to carry on the activities of a market development

program within the organization, it does not have any technical

salesmen. The outside functions to be carried on by a technical

salesman are of utmost importance, therefore, it is necessary

for management to hire one. This person should be capable of

individual action and have an adequate background to carry on

the all important work of contacting prospects and the other

outside activities.

It is assumed here that the present established sales out-

lets will not be changed. Thus, the outside activities carried

on by the technical salesmn will have to be initially developed

through the present sales organizations. Managemnt should make

it thoroughly understood to these sales organizations that this

type of sales development work is not in any way an infringement

upon their duties and responsibilities. They should be made to

understand that this sales development work is a necessary

activity to create markets which in the long run will develop

into a greater volume of business. With this understanding

between the producer and the sales organizations, the technical
salesman can expect a cooperative attitude from the sales

organizations.
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The organization chart 8 shows how this program can be

placed in the present company organization chart. This particu-

lar arrangement does not interfere with the present operation

of the company, thereby eliminating the possibility of disrupting

management's functions which have proven satisfactory to the

present.

Qggtg. The $25,000 appropriated for the project may be

distributed as follows=

Director of Program Full Time h 5,500

Two Laboratory Men Half Time Each b,500

One Technical öalesman Full Time 5,000
Traveling Expense $5,000
Laboratory and Office Expense 5,000

Tomi $25,000
lggjggg. The director must make periodic reports to the

advisory committee, establish a system for keeping records, and

coordinate the internal and external activities. He will direct
the application research carried on in the company. He shall
plan publicity programs and write technical bulletins when it

becomes necessary.

The two laboratory technicians shall carry on the research

studies in the laboratory under the direct supervision of the
director. They shall also assist, when necessary, the director
in gathering information for market surveys and aid in preparing
technical bulletins and operating anuals.

The technical salesman will carry on the external activities
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of the program. Gontacting prospects and evaluating custoxnrs

is a major part of his work. Hs will also assist the director

in gathering information for market surveys.

Procedure. This situation involves finding a use for the

present material the company now has available but for which

there is no sale. The director will follow this procedure.

First, he will obtain all information possible about the

product. The physical and chemdcal properties will be correlated

with the properties of the other products now on the market.
List all the fields of potential use.

Öecond, choose a limited number of possible uses and initiate

an application research program in the laboratory. Äs informa~

tion is obtained that may be patented, turn it over to a patent

attorney.

Third, when a use which has promise of being developed
has been discovered, have the technical salesman induce some
company in the field to test and evaluate he proposed use.

Fourth, when the use has been proven to be successful,
write a technical paper for publication in the technical periodi-
cals. If advertising is advisable, place an advertisement in

an industry periodical at the same time the technical paper
appears in the technical periodicals.

Fifth, prepare a technical bulletin describing in detail
the use and mail copies to prospective customers. Have the
technical salesman call on these prospective customers not
later than one week after mailing,
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Sixth, prepare an operating manual with all information per-

taining to the product and its use included. This is to be used

as a guide and reference hy customers and the company salesman.

Seventh, after a number of customers are successfully

using; the product for this particular use, turn the project over

to the company jobhers for regular sales promotion.

Discussion. Company "C" will have to appropriate money for

the program and hire one technical salesvnan to initiate a market

development program . It can organize the program without dis-

rupting its present organization. It seems feasible that a mar-

ket development program can be organized in this company.
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Hhrket Development of Small Cogggz
"D”

In 19LZ company "D“ saw a potential market which was not

satisfiei“&y the present products am the xmrket. A cheuical was

needed that would efficieutly control the growth of veeds in a

particular industry.

To start a market development program, the management of

company “D” established a research fellowship at an engineering

college in the fall of 19LB. The purpose of the fellowship was

to find and test a chewical to effech good overall control of

weed grcwth in this industry. Laboratory tests were made at the

college by Ehe holder of the fell0wship• After five months of

laboratopy testing, a number of chemicals were found t be of

value im controlling the growth of weeds. 4With
this informa-

tion, tests were mie in the field under actual ogerating c0m·

ditions. These tests were supervised by the holder of the

fellowship• The company supplied materials and equipment, neces-

sary labor, and one man as a technical assistant. The company

also made arraugememts with a group of prospective customers

to have the tests conducted on their properties. These tests

were completed in four months und necessary analytical work was
carried out at the college. From the experimcnts carried on in

the field one particular product was found to be superior to the
other products tested. Tha company then applied for a patent on

the application cf this product. This research project was
written up as a thesis by the holder ef the fellowship to meet

the requirements of the college.
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To exploit this tested and proven application, the company

arranged for an inspection trip of the test plots at one of the

selected locations. A committee of the industry association was

invited. ägtion pictures were shown of the procedure of applica-

tion and the results of applications. Literature pertaining to
the project was given to the guests at the meeting.

In March of 1950 representatives of company "D" attended the
annual meeting of the industry association. A paper was presented
by the holder of the fellowship, now an employee of the company,
explaining the research project and the results obtained. On the
day of the presentation of this paper, the company ailed several
hundred copies of a technical bulletin to potential customers.
These were addressed to the presidents, general managers, and
chief enginers and their subordinates of each compan in the
industry. This was a twenty-two page report containing a general
but concise story of the research program and the results and
recomendations.

The company began an advertising campaign at this time. A
general advertisement pertaining to the advantages of thorough
and accepted research was placed in two industrial periodicals
which are directed at the industry in which the application was
to be used. This advertising was scheduled to continue through
October.

During this time extensive sales trips were made by repre-
sentatives of comany 'D“ to all potential customers in one sec-
tion of the country. These representatives presented slides of
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the application and industrial bulletins, and made recommendations

for particular procedures in the application.

'Ihe company has realized an increase in their gross sales

during the first year of exploitation. The program is not com-

pleted. Additional field testing is scheduled. With another

year of development, the company is confident it can attain an

even greater success from this market development program.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Rscommendations

The following recommendations are offered for future study
of market development.

l. More small chemical companies should be analyzed to
obtain a complete analysis of their situation as to

organizational, operational, and financial capabilities
and limitations. This analysis should be made to es-
tablish a basis for a complete development program

for small companies.

2. A complete study should be made cf the other activities
of organized commercial development which includes
technical service, market research, product development,
and application research. From this study an organized

comercial chemical development program should be de-
veloped to be used as a guide for small chemical com-

panies.

Limitations

The following limitations were imposed in this investiga-

tion of a market development program for small chemical companies.

1. The case studies were limited to four small companies.

2. While the gross income of $5,000,000 was defined as a
small chemical company, none of the four small companies
studied had a gross income of over $2,500,000.
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3. The study cf company "D" was limited in that the

organization and methods were not obtainable to ana1yze•

h. The study of companies "A'*, **13,** and "C" was limited

· because no actual results could be obtained from the

proposed situations.
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V. CONGLUSICNS
V

On the basis of a study of the literature, interviews with

development men in large chemical companies, and an investiga-

tion of four small companies it was concluded that:

l. A market development program based on the general

procedure of large chemical copanies is feasible for

small companies.

2. The market development procedure which is recommended

for small chemical companies is as followsz

A. Have all potential uses developed in the laboratory.

B. Correlate the properties of the product and list all

of the potential fields of application.

G. Initiate application research in the company.

D. Obtain companies to evaluate the potential use.

E. Publish all physical and chemical information

pertaining to the use in technical periodicals.

F. Educate the salesmen in the application or use.

G. Initiate an advertising program.

H. Develop a mailing list for distribution of technical

bulletins.

I. Send samples to those who are interested in the appli-

cation. Make personal calls after samples are sent.

J. Follow with the necessary correspondence.

K. Prepare brochures and operating manuals.

L. lnstruct personnel to keep information about customers'

operations confidential.
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VI. SUMMARY

Market development is that function of commercial ohemical

development which develops uses for products and makes the initial

introductory sales for such uses. Large chemical companies have

expanded their marketing activities through the use of market de-

velopment departments. However, the information available for a

complete market development study is widely scattered. By gathering

this information into an organized program it may be used as a guide

for small chemical companies in their marketing activities.

A study was made of market development as practiced by the

large chemical companies. This study included a survey of the

literature, oorrespondence with men in the development departments
of large chemical companies and personal interviews With the de-

velopment men of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Copany and the Hercules

Powder Copany.

It was found that the activities of market development are

supervised by either the sales or research departments in most

large chemical companies. These companies use the market develop-

ment departments to find uses for new products and to find new uses
for old established products. Procedures for the market develop-

ment plan, hiring of capable personnel, and coordination of the

activities are the major factors which are considered necessary for
a market development department.

From the study made of market development in the chemical
industry with special emphasis placed on requirements and limits-
tions, methods and organization a master program was Organized to
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be used as a guide for small chemical companies in their marketing

activities. This program included consideration of project to

undertake, appropriation for the program, director of the program,

market development advisory committee, research for application

studies, market development specialists, coordination, information

channels and procedure for director.

Chemical companies that have a gross annual income of t5,ooo,0oo

or less were defined es small.

Information pertaining to the activities of three small chemi-

cal companies was gathered and analyzed. A hypothetical situation

was proposed for each small company to investigate the feasibility

of initiating a market development program in the organization

based on the master plan proposed for a market development depart-

ment.,

A market development program based on the general procedure of

large chemical companies is feasible for small companies.

The market development procedure which is recommended for

small chemical companies is as follows:

1. Have all potential uses developed in the laboratory.

2. Correlate the properties of the product and list all of

the potential fields of application.

3. Initiate application research in the company.

D. Obtain companies to evaluate the potential use.

S. Publish all physical and chemical information pertaining

to the use in technical periodicals.
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6. Educate the salesmen in the application or use.

7. Initiate an advertising program.

8. Develop a mailing list for distribution of technical

bulletins.

9. Send samples to those who are interested in the appli-

cation. Make personal calls after samples are sent.

10. Follow with the necessary correspondence.

ll. Prepare brochures and operating manuals.

12. Instruct personnel to keep information about customers'

operations confidential.
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MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES FOR TOXAPHENE FORMULATIOHS

The solvent impregnation method is satisfactory fer processing technical
Toxaphene into dust formulations. The specific items listed below should be
carefully considered when handling technical Toxaphene.

DUST

A. Melting and Soivent Addition

l. Technical Toxaphene is placed in a melt tank of recommended metal.
(Note: nickel~lined tanks are most practical as there is a definite cor-
rosion factor to be considered in this step.)

2. The tank may be steam jacketed or have internal coils and should have a cover
with a vent pipe to the atmosphere. Avoid local overheating.

3. Refer to viscosity graph for desired amount of solvent to be added to melt
tank. Viscosity depressants other than kerosene may also be used.

M. A mixer with protected blades inserted at the tank will accelerate melting.

5. Uniform temperatures should be maintained in the tank in order to obtain a
constant viscosity of the solution.

B. Pumping and Snraying into Inert

l. Piping should be corrosion resistant.

2. Solutions may be pumped by positive displacement gear pumps, centrifugal
pumps, or air pressure on the tank.

3. Type of spray nozzle and orifice, pressures, and position and number of
nozzles inside ribbon mixer will vary according to individual production
requirements. The important factor here is tc haveesfficient distribution
of finely atomized spray on well agitated inert,

A. In order to maintain temperatures at the nozzle, lines should be steam-
traced or jacketed.

5. Standard ribbon-type mixers are generally used to keep inert well agitated.

6. The inert should have high absorptive qualities.

T. Provisions for volatilizing excessive solvent may be desirable to obtain a
free—flowing dust.

C. Grinding

l. Material from the ribbon mixer can be fed to a storage hopper or directly
to the grinding equipment.
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2. Actual grinding may be done with a high speed hammer mill, air attrition
* mill, rcll mill, or other suitable equipment. The important factor in

grinding is to obtain a finished product which is free-flowing and has a
uniformly small particle size.

WETTABLE POWOERS

Liquid nonalkaline wetting and suspending agents are added tc the Texa-
phene solvent solution before spraying; solid agents are added tc the inert to
obtain a wettable pcwder.

OIL CONCENTRATES

The desired solvent may be added to the molten Toxaphene in the melt
tank or the molten Toxaphene may be pumped into a blending tank containing the
solvent.

WATER MISCIBLE OONOENTRATES

Nonalkaline and nonionic emulsifiers are added to oil concentrates tc
make water miscible concentrates. It is important to note that during the ad-
dition of the emulsifier the heat of the solution should be kept as low as '
practical, preferably below 60Oc. Overheating at this stage may cause insta-
bility of the final water emulsion. Glass containers or metal drums properly
lined with a baked phenolic type resin such as MA or 3DB lacquers have been used
satisfactorily by several processers for packaging water miscible concentrates.

HANOLING PRECAUTIONS

l. Adequate exhaust ventilaticn should be provided for all phases cf the oper-
ation.

2. Provide:

Ordinary cotton uniforms frequently laundered.
Rubber gloves for solution handling.
Cotton gloves for solids handling.
Goggles for solution handling.
Safety spectacles for all except solution handling.
Dust-tight respirator.

3. Hygiene:

Wash before meals and use shower facilities after work.
Eat outside the work area.
Avoid contact of skin with solutions.
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Toxaphene is chlorinated camphene having an average empirical formula
ClOHlOClg. The technical grade is an amber, waxy solid possessing a mild
pleasant odor. It contains from 67 to 69 per cent chlorine and melts in the
range of 709 to 9590. Toxaphene is readily soluble in inexpensive commercial
solvents. It is more soluble in aromatic than in aliphatic hydrocarbons.
Its solubility in representative solvents is shown on Table 1.

TABLE I - SOLUBILITY OF TOXAPHENE IN REPRESENTATIVE SOLVENTS*

Solvent Pounds per gallon at 80.6°F.

Acetone 38
Benzene 38
Carbon tetrachloride 38
Ethylene dichloride 38
Toluene 38
Xylene 38
Hexane 38
Turpentine 29-33
Kerosene 23
Deodorized kerosene 23
Fuel Oil 21-23
Thanite** 8-10
tube Oil 6-7
White 011
50Isopropanol 1.2-1.5
Ethanol — 95% ’ .8-1.1
Water 0

Toxaphene-petroleum hydrocarbon solvent blends are easy to spray, fog,
or atomize. A sprayable consistency (Viscosity - 175 Saybolt Universal
Seconds) is obtained by heating toxaphene to 12090; or by warming its solu-
tions to lower temperatures depending on the concentration. The effect of
temperature and kerosene content on the viscosity of toxaphene-kerosene blends
are shown in Figure I.

The heat required to raise the temperature of toxaphene is only .h6 to
.51 B.t.u. per pound per 9F. over the temperature range 752F, to 3259F. The
heat of fusion of toxaphene is .70 B.t.u. per pound which is distributed over
a temperature range of about 859F. beginning at 1659F. The heat of fusion is
included in specific heat data as shown on Figure II Which shows the amount
of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of toxaphene from 779F.
to any temperature up to 3259F.

The density of toxaphene decreases from 1.66 gms. per ml. at 279C. to
1.57 Sm. per ml. at 15090. (13.8 pounds per gallon - 13.0 pounds per gallon).

" Hercules Powder Company Data
" Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by Hercules Powder Company
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Toxaphene is practically nonvolatile. The weight lost on heating
twenty hours at lOOOC. is less than 0.1%. The weight loss is a function of
temperature and heating time, as indicated in Figure III. Twenty hours at
150OC. caused a weight loss of about 1.0%. Prolonged heating also tends to
darken the color of Toxaphene.

Like other chlorinated hydrocarbons of this type, including DIE, Tora-
phene slowly evolves HC1 upon heating, the rate depending upon temperature and
the presence of catalytic impurities, such as iron compounds. Highly alkaline
conditions should be avoided since they also cause dehydrohalogenation.
Toxaphene as produced contains a negligible amount (up to 300 ppm.) of free HC1.
Samples have been held at 5o°c. for over two weeks with negligible increase in
HC1 content. Heating for 6 hours at 1OOOC. caused no appreciable change in
HC1 content. Heating for 2h hours at 155OC. produced an increase in HC1 con-
tent but caused no loss in biological effectiveness.

Toxaphene slowly liberates hydrogen chloride when exposed to ultra—
violet light. Hcwever, Deo—Base solutions of this toxicant have been stored
in glass bottles in diffused light for more than a year without loss of insec-
ticidal activity.
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CORROSION

Toxaphene, like polychloro organic compounds in general, slowly evolves
hydrogen chloride at elevated temperatures. At normal atmospheric temperatures
below llO°F., there is substantially no evolution of hydrogen chloride at 330OF.
a typical product will liberate hydrogen chloride at a rate approximating ten
parts per million per hour. Contamination with iron accelerates this reaction.

Malt Tanks

During the processing of toxaphena, temperatures above QOOOF. may be re-
quired. Suitable construction materials for melt tanks at this temperature are
glass, glass lined and Karbate. At atmospheric temperatures nickel, nickel—clad
steel, Hastelloy D, copper, brass, Everdur and heat reactive resin coated steel
appear to be practical construction materials.

Pumps

In order to convey the molten toxaphene or toxaphene - solvent to the
ribbon.mixer in preparation of dust, a pump is usually required. Pumps used for
this purpose should be corrosion resistant, and it has been found that pumps
made of yellow brass are suitable.

Piping

Copper piping has been found suitable for toxaphene and solvent, and may
be steam jacketed to facilitate the flow of material.

Spray Nozzles

Spray nozzles used to disperse the molten toxaphene or toxaphene solution
on the inert may be of the solid cone, hollow cone or flat spray type but should
be constructed of brass.

Iron, steel and stainless steel are not suitable for equipment at high
temperatures. Hastelloy C and Hastelloy B, though fairly corrosion resistant are
not recommended because they degrade toxaphene. Monel is not recommended since
the iron content of this material varies with the manufacturer.

Containars and Container Linlngs for Packaging

Toxaphene solutions, aside from having corrosive effects on the proces-
sing equipment, will also corrode containers unless they are of suitable materi-
als. Materials other than glass which were found to be suitable for toxaphene
solution storage for a minimum test period of 8 months were containers coated
with MA Lacquer, 3DB Lacquer, 9DB Lacquer.

(MA Lacquer - Interchemical Corporation, New York; 3DB, 9DB, American
Can Company, New York).
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I Experiments to determine the toxicity and action of Toxaphene (techni-
cal chlorinated camphene containing 67·69% chlorine) have been carried cut by
Laboratories A, B, C, and reported in Parts 1, 2, and 3 in our toxicological
data. This information will be summarized along the following lines:

Skin Application
Skin Irritation and Sensitization
Acute Feeding to Rats, Guinea Pigs, Dogs
Chronic Feeding to Rats and Guinea Pigs
Pharmacological Investigation as to the

Site and Mode of Action

SKIN APPLICATION

Technical Toxaphene in a 50% dust did not penetrate the dog's skin;
while with rabbits there was no toxicity with a 5% dust, but when application
of 2,000 mg. per kg. of a M0% dust was made, some animals died.

A 30% solution of Toxaphene in mineral oil and dimethyl phthalate was
applied in doses of 2 ml. per kg., body weight, to the shaved skin of dogs for
10 to 22 days. There were no signs of toxicity. In rabbits, similar dosages
applied to the skin were toxic in most cases with death in 6 days, although
some animals survived 10 to 15 days without toxic effect. In rabbits and
guinea pigs in which a 20% Toxaphene in kerosene was applied to the skin for

> 15 days, all the guinea pigs and most of the rabbits died.

SKIN IRRITATION AND SENSITIZATIDN

An experiment was set up to determine if the Toxaphene acted as an
irritant or a sensitizer to the skin. Cotton treated with Toxaphene was applied
in the usual manner of patch testing. There was no evidence of irritation in
the 200 unselected human subjects,%um.after the second application there was
no evidence of sensitization.

A 20% Toxaphene in kerosene was applied to the eyes of rabbits
(0.01 ml.) and guinea pigs (0.05 ml.) for lk days. There developed an irrita-
tion and loss of hair of the eyelids which cleared completely in 10 days.
There was no injury to the eye.

Twenty·five human beings were exposed to a 5% Toxaphene in kerosene
sprayed into a room with approximate exposure to 90 ml. in 30 minutes. These
individuals were exposed in the chamber for 1/2 hour daily for 10 exposures.
At the end of that time, a period of 3 weeks was allowed to elapse, and then
the same subjects were exposed 3 times for 1/2 hour each. Examinations by a
dermatologist before and after the series of exposure were entirely negative
for evidence of primary irritation or sensitization. In addition, an internist
examined the individuals, and there was no evidence of toxic manifestations.

ACUTE FEEDING
)

Toxaphene was given orally to white rats, guinea pigs, and dogs, and
the following toxicity tables approximated:
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RATS
Actugi_T0xaphenc

L. D. L. D. L. D.
--.--}-9-2 ..-....29 ..-.-0

20 gm. Toxaphene to 100 cc.
kerosene 200 mg/kg 120 mg/kg 60 mg/kg

5% Toxaphene in corn oil 1Ä5 mg/kg 120 mg/kg 73 mg/kg

Emulsion 1% Toxaphene in peanut
oil and aoacia 75 mg/kg Ä0 mg/kg 25 mg/kg

GUINEA PIGS
L. D. L. D. L. D.

100 60 0

6% Toxaphene in cam 611 1+32 mg/kg 288 mg/kg, 192 mg/kg

DOGS
5 gm. Toxaphene per 100 ml. Ä00 mg/kg (test 1) 250 mg/kg (test 2)

kerosene 5 of 5 survived Ä of 5 survived

25 gm. Toxaphene per 100 mg. 225 mg/kg (test 3)
, kerosene Ä of 5 survived

L.D.
Emulsion 1% Toxaphene in 50 10-15 mg/kg (oral)

peanut oil and acacia L.D.
50 5-10 mg/kg (intravenous)

TOXAPHENE TOXICITY av INHALATION
ALL mice exposed to 0.20 mgm Toxa/2/zene mist/100 cc air/min.

Time No. Mlce Mortality Mortallty (%)

Control (Peanut
oil alone) 5 0/5 0

25 6 0/6 0
29 6 0/6 0
1+6 6 6/6 60
61 6 0/6 0
73 6 0/6 0

112 6 2/6 1+0
116 6 6/6 100

1 1;.7 6 6/6 100
168 6 6/6 60
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CHRONIC FEEDING

Guinea pigs and white rats were fed 5% Toxaphene in kerosene 6 mg. per
kg. (100 ppm) and another group hö mg, per kg. (soo ppm) in a diet daily for
6 months. There was no significant change in the weight curve, urine, blood,
mortality, or tissue pathology.

In another laboratory, dogs received a daily dose of toxaphene (techni-
cal material in a digestable oil by mouth into the empty stomach to promote
absorption) of h mg. per kg. (approximately 60 p.p.m. in terms of a dog's daily
diet) for as long as 106 days. Cumulative effects were suggested in occasional
manifestations of acute poisoning for a short time after this daily dose,
starting in the second week. Gross pathologic changes were not observable and
the blood picture remained normal, but degenerative changes in the liver, paren-
chyma and in the renal tubules were evident on histologic study.

PHARNACOLOGICAL EXANINATIO8

Toxaphene was found to be a highly toxic drug causing diffuse stimula-
tion of the brain and spinal cord resulting in generalized convulsions and
death due to respiratory failure in the rat, dog, mouse, and rabbit. The rate
of administration--oral, inhalation, or intravenous-—quantitatively altered
the degree of toxicity but had no effect on the characteristic toxic manifes-
tations. The chlorinated camphene did produce systemic toxicity when adminis-
tered in appropriate doses intravenously, orally, or by administration percu-

P taneously.

TREATHENT OF ACUTE POISOIING

If toxaphene is ingested, the stomach should be emptied as quickly as
possible by the administration of 15 gm. sodium chloride (1 tablespoon of table
salt) in a glass of warm water repeatedly until the vomit is clear.

From an experimental study of acute poisoning in dogs, it is indicated
that sodium phenobarbital and sodium pentobarbital may be of value in preventing
or controlling convulsions. It was the opinion of the investigator that "when
the treatment is instituted before the onset of convulsions, phenobarbital is
the drug of choice. However, when convulsions have already developed before
the treatment is begun, our experience indicates that pentobarbital can be used
more effectively, probably because it is practical to give it a full anesthetic
dose of it. whatever drug is employed in treatment, the control of convulsions
is distinctly more readily effected if the treatment is instituted before the
onset of convulsions, Also, once convulsions have begun, it seems advantageous
to build up the dosage of the anti-convulsant as rapidly as possible to a level
sufficient for their control since the longer they persist, the more difficult
to control they become."

SUMMARY

Toxicological investigations of Toxaphene have shown that it is a
poisonous substance which has an irrsgular toxicity range. In solvent form it
is readily absorbed through the skin. It can cause toxic effect on the nervous
system by ingestion, inhalation, or absorption through the skin into the body.
In solid form it is not readily absorbed through the skin of animals.
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I
THE TOXICOLOGY OF THE NEWER AGRICULTURAL

CHEMICALS1
ARNOLD J. LEHMAM, m.D.

Chief, Division of P/zarmacology, U, S, Food and Drug Adwzinistration

In the development of insecticides the fundamental purpose is to de-
termine the effectiveness of the poison under given conditions and the best
method of application. Insect toxicology is usually concerned with the smallest
amount of the poison which will kill all individuals. This is in contrast with
the broader aspects of the problem which are concerned with the pharmacologie
effects of the poison in animals and man and deal with the largest amount which
will not produce injury. This latter phase will be discussed here and an at—
tempt will be made to appraise the present status of the newer as well as some
of the older agricultural chemicals. A list of the inseeticides to be con-
sidered follows:

DDT (dichloro-diphenyl—trichloroethane)
TEP (tetraethylpyrophosphate)
Parathion (0,0~diethyl O—p«nitrophenyl thiophosphate)
HETP (hexaethyltetraphosphate)
Nicotine

„ Chlorinated Camphene (68% Chlorine)
Rotenone
GBH (gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride)
Lethane—38M Special (a mixture of three parts Lethane—6O (beta-thio-

cyano—ethyl esters of aliphatic acids with lO~l8 carbon atoms)
and one part of Lethane—38u (beta—butoxy»beta—thio-cyano-diethyl
ether) plus refined paraffin)

Lethane—6O (beta-thio~cyano—ethyl esters of aliphatic acids with lO-18
carbon atoms)

ABH (alpha isomer of benzene hexachloride)
Chlordane (l,2,Ä,5,6,7,8,8 · octaehloro — ü,7—methano·3a,h,7,7a—

tetrahydroindan)
Thanite (isobornyl—thiocyano—acetate)
DBH (delta isomer of benzene hexachloride)
Pyrethrins
TDE (dichloro—diphenyl·diehloroethane)
BBH (beta isomer of benzene hexaehloride)
Methoxychlor (dimethoxy~diphenyl~trichlorethane)
N—propyl isome (di~n-propyl~6,7-methylenedioxy·3~methyl-1,2,3,¤·tetra—

hydronaphthalene~l,2~dicarboxylate)
Piperonyl butoxide (butylcarbityl)((7-propyl piperonyl) ether))
Heptachlor (1,2,ü,5,6,7,8,8·octaohloro · Ä,7 — methano — 3a,Ä,7,7a-

tetrahydroindan dehydrohalogenated)

1 Presented at the 52hd Annual Conferente of the Association of Food and Drug
1 Officiats of the United States, Portland, Maine, June 14-18, 1048.

Reprinted from the Quclfldrly Bulletin of the Association of Food 6 Drug
Officials of the U. S. Vol. XII, No. 3, tp, 82-80,- July 1Q4Ö»
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I

ACUTE TOXICITY

The insecticides Vary widely in their propensity to produce injury
following the ingestion of a single dose. In table 1 the mean lethal dose by
oral administration is listed for each insecticide. Comparisons with DDT are
listed also. It may be pointed out that the organic phosphate compounds and
nicotine are extremely poisonous and rapid in their action. The lethanes and
thanite, while not as dangerous poisons as the organic phosphates, have a rapid
effect, producing collapse and death within a few minutes. 0f the chlorinated

TABLE I

C0?fll*CL7’1;SO7l of the acute oral toxicitles of zrzsectzcizles mt/1 DOT

¤~sEcTIcI0E MEAN LETHAL 00sE RATI0

Wg./»”¢;§•

DDT 250 l
TEP ... -. . -2--.2-. ....22-- 2 125
Parathion . ..2- 2...- . ..-2-. 3„5 70

* HETP .2 ....2 -. . .- .- .2.2. 2- 7 35
Nicotine . 2 . ..2 . .2 ........ 22 2- 10 25
Chlorinated Camphene . . .2-2-- 2-.-. 60 M
Rotenone .2. 60 (to 3,000) M
GBH22.......-....2. .2 -..----..2222 125 2
Lethane·38M Special .... .2- M00 5/8
Lethane~60 --...... .............2.2.....-22..- 500 1/2
Ass 22 -. 1.2. -.-. 500 1/2
Chlordane . .. .. .....- ..2- -..-..2 2 500 1/2
Thanite .2 .....2 -.-2- .-.-..2 ....--...... 1,000 l/M
oss 2 .. 1,000 1/M
Pyrethrins .-2.2-22..---......2-.... -2.-.2- 1,500 1/6
ist .2.. 2,500 1/10
ses .- .. :> 6,000 1/2M
Methoxychlor .... .-............---2. 2-....-22. $* 6,000 .> 1/2M
N-propyl isome -..2..2..22- .....2-2222.2. $*10,000 >·l/M0
Piperonyl butoxide 2 ...22...... . 2 - 2I 12,800 I l/50

hydrocarbon insecticides, chlorinated camphene appears to be the most toxic of
the group, followed by the gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride and chlordane.
The remaining compounds, including the pyrethrins and the insect activators
N-propyl isome and piperonyl butoxide, have such a low order of acute toxicity
that the hazards from accidentally ingesting a single dose of these materials
appear to be of minor importance. Rotenone poisoning presents a considerable

I species Variation. To our knowledge no human cases of poisoning have been re—
ported and it is probably safe to assume that man is among the less susceptible
species to the toxic effects of this insecticide.
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TOXICITY BY BERMAL APPLICATION
I The health hazards connected with the handling of insecticides in man-

ufacturing processes and spraying procedures place considerable importance on
the ability of the various insecticides to penetrate the skin. Because of the
large number of compounds to be studied, not all phases of this problem have
been completed. Table 2 summarizes the results to date. It is worthy of note
that all of the compounds are more dangerous to handle when in solution than

TABLE 2
Toxzcity cy Jcrmct applzcatiou

I
QUANTITIES cANc6sccs cscsI—EUANT|TIESSKIN

I __ _ _ _ I„ MULTIPLE I I
IIISECIIICIDE

I
sI~„LR LXPOJJRE I IXPASIRE IIRRITATIQN I - U U

I SINGLE MIILTIPLE
Rxsoscsa Exscscsscsv SOLUTION I.—scLsvIcs I

IMI IP-. I I ; grums/Jay

DDTI -II11 I None I None I 2,820 150 I 169 9
TE? .1I II 1I ..1- Slight I I 10 5

‘ 0.6 0.3
Parathion III.„ II- I Slight I ho I 50 = 5 I 3 I 0.3
HETPII I IIIIIII I1 M1. Slight I 5

I
' 0.3

Nicotine -I IIIIIIII Moderate 60
I

50 ho 3 I 2.h
chiemnetea camphene Moderate LI,000 780 I II0 I LI6 2.lIRotenone I-II11I II 1 Mild I None I I None IGBH 1-1 I .-.1 IIIII II Moderate h,000 50 20 I 3 1.2
Lethane~38h special 1 Moderate 500 125 I 30 7.5
Lethane—60 I..II11I .1 ModerateI I 5,000 500 I 300 30
Chlordane III1I IIIIII Moderate 1,880 nc I 113 2.h
Thanite III. I III- II Moderate

I

5,000 1,000 I 300 60Pyrethrins I 1IIIIIII I No data ITDR I I siight 2,8:20 100 I 169 6
Methoxychlor IIIIIIIII„I Slight

I
I 2,820 600 I 169 ‘ 36

N-propyl isome I MIA- None 376 160 I 21.5 9.6
Piperonyl butoxide I None I 1,880 200 I 108 12
Heptachlor ..1I III II Moderatel 2,000 780 20 I M6 1.2
................................. ........- -......4................
when in wettable powder or dust form. Parathion and nicotine are the excep-
tions. Furthermore, repeated exposures increase the hazards to as much as 200
times that of a single exposure. A disturbing feature from the standpoint of
skin irritation is that the organic phosphates are only slightly irritating.
This means that there is no immediate warning sign of impending danger and
could lead to their careless use. The chlorinated compounds, although skin
irritants in concentrated form, lose this property on dilution and consequently
do not give an adequate danger signal of approaching over—exposure. The table
gives also the estimated total quantities to which man can be exposed on single

I application and daily contact before approaching dangerous levels.
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{ Splashings into the eye appear to be a hazard only with respect to the
organic phosphates. Experimental evidence shows that a small drop of undiluted
TEP spattered into the eye might prove fatal to man.

TABLE 3

Chronic toxicity in rots

nusacrucros DURATION REMARKS
-_______.„„..._.....„..„........

° f>·D.m.* { nee-es
1DDT 100 { 10M {Parathion 00.-.0 -0 25 { M {

HETP -.1-00-0 „0 10 . { 12 1000 p.p.m.; no effectNieetihe 001 . ..0 60 1 M3
Chlorinated camphene.l —~ { 8 1200 p.p.m.; no effect
Rotenone 00. 31.2 { 16
ons 0.. - 52
Lethane—38h special- 0 I { No dataLethane~60 0 - 0 0 { { No dataABH ..-.0 00 0 .00 0- 800 { M3
Chlordane ..0 0.. 00. 250 12
Thanite .10.-00000--00 { 600 mg./kg./day fatal in h—l2 wks.DBH .-00-. 000.0.. 0 0 3,200 52
Pyrethrins 0-.0..0 ..0 0 { 500 mg./kg./day fatal in 2 wks.TDR 0-. 0 --0 .00. 0. 2,500 1 10h
BBH 10 ’ 36
Methoxychlor 00.0 .0 5,000 { 16
N—propyl isome 0 0 0 No data
Piperonyl butoxide ..0 { No data

* p,p.m. = ports per million.

CHRONIC TOXICITY
One of the most important phasescu‘the investigation for appraising the

hazards of insecticides is the long~range effect of ingesting spray residues
contaminating fruits and vegetables. A summary of chronic toxicity, much ofit preliminary data, is presented in table 3. DDT is probably the only member
of the group listed which has received extensive study. lt may be seen fromthe table that chronic toxicity bears no relation to acute toxicity. The out-standing example of this is the case of the beta isomer of benzene hexachloride.
It is not possible to administer a sufficient quantity of this isomer orally as
a single dose to kill a rat. However, when fed chronically concentrations as
low as 10 parts per million in the diet produced gross evidence of poisoning.Of particular interest also is the response of animals chronically exposed to> chlorineted eamphene. Rate een ingegi; a quantity of the eempeuhd im the eeureeof 2h hours which, if administered as a single dcse, would be fatal.
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P
Chlorinated camphene bears a close chemical relationship to camphor and it is
known that camphor is readily detoxified in the liver. It is believed that
when the chlorinated camphene is ingested in small amounts over an extended
period of time, the detoxication keeps pace with the intake thus preventing
dangerous concentrations from being reached in the body tissues. Preliminary
studies on chlordane indicate that rats cannot tolerate 250 parts per million
in their diets for longer than 12 weeks. The analogs of DDT (TDE and methoxy-
chlor) appear to require high levels of feeding before evidence of injury de~
velops.

TABLE Q

C/zrorzic toxzlcity 1:: dogs

+~sEcrsc¤DE DIETARY LEVELS —l REMARKS
P;D•ß.m„ I

DDT P P _.„„., PP 2,61+0 P Death ih $0 days
Chlorinated CamphenePPi 330 P Death in 33 days
Rotenone 2 sm./ks Sinsls <?1¤S@S2 Survävsl
GBH „„. PNPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP PPP P 330 P Death in 30 weeks
ABH PPPPPPPH PPPPP PPPP„i PP 2,000 2 Death in hh days
ChlOTÖ&DG..„P PPPPP„PPP„PPP 660 J Death in Ä weeks
DBH P PPPP P PPTP Hi„i PP 3,960 i Death in lh weeks
Pyrethrins W PPPPPPUMHPMPM P Large Amounts I Survival
TDE P PPPPPPPPPPPPPPP PPPPPPPPP PPP Pl 1,650 Survival for 19 months
BBH P PiPPPPP PPPPPPP i„ P PPPPP mi

‘
1,320 Death in 90 days

Methoxychlor PPP PPPPPiPi 10,000 Survival for 6 months
.........„...„..,._„....J„,..-„„_.„__„,.„.L„„„.,.„.„._._.„„..„................„..

The chronic effects of some of the newer insecticides have been studied
in dogs also (table M). It is necessary to employ a different approach when
using dogs for chronic experiment and for this reason comparable figures for
dogs and rats are not available. In general it may be stated that dogs are
more susceptible to injury from the insecticides than rats.

PATHOLOGY

The predominant pathologic lesions produced by the various insecticides
are summarized in table 5, In general the organic phosphates produce their
principal injury in the gastrointestinal tract. Practically all of the
chlorinated compounds injure the liver. The lower levels of intake of the
various insecticides at which tissue damage may be expected have been estab~
lished with some assurance in possibly only two instances, namely, DDT and
rotenone. Beginning liver damage has been noted in rats when fed at a level of
5 parts per million in the diet of DDT. In the case of rotenone it has been
estimated that something like 3.75 parts per million in the diet is capable of

t proclucing liver injury in
’GhB 1*8.12.
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P
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is a fairly safe assumption that chemicals which are toxic to insects
are also toxic to man and animals. The great emphasis which has been placed on
the specificity of PDT for insects loses its importance when fatal doses are
cdmpared on a body—weight basis with warm~blooded animals. On this basis the

TABLE 5

Pat/zologg. zn c/zromzcally peisozzerl .l?FZ„m„ILS

v~sEcr¤cIoE —_*lV PPEDOMINANT INJURY
I

DDT „ .. „.-a.... „. . Liver necrosis and cerebellar degeneration
TEP .„ ....„„Mm.._.„... ....„ ...„.I Enterocolitis and gall bladder necrosis
Parathion A ...„„ .. . Enterocolitis and gall bladder necrosis
HETP„.„ „. . „r.. -„.... „.„„„ Gall bladder necrosis
Nicotine _. .. Inanition
Chlorinated Camphene „.M„„„° Liver necrosisRotenone Liver necrosis
GBH M. .„ -.. in ... „ Kidney and liver necrosis
Lethane~38h special - A Generalized organ damage

V Lethane—60 No data
ABH „„-„ .„ „ .M ..r. H... Liver and kidney damage
Ghlordane„Wl „_...u... _ Liver damage and inanition
Thanite .„ Liver damage
DBH_. None reported
Pyrethrins . „lM „... „. . 1.. None reported
TDE . U „.. . „...1... _ Adrenal eortex damage
BBH „. M„l „... „ „.„.... .. Liver damage
Methoxychlor „ . M. M... .. Kidney damage
N—propyl isome .. Negative
Piperonyl butoxide _ . „ ... Negative
Heptachlor Liver damage

quantities required are praotically identical. Furthermore, the least toxic of
the insecticides whichEmxelisted in this paper may not actually be the safest,
since larger quantities of the poison must be used to insure effective insect
control.

The fate of the insecticide in the body also has an important bearing
on the hazards which exist in the use of these materials. It is known that
DDT is stored in body fat at a level U to 10 times that of the dietary intake.
Gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride storage is about equal to that of the
concentration in the diet. A disturbing feature of the distribution of this
poison is its appearance in brain tissue. So far as is known, DDT does not

V p¤¤sess this tendency. Tissue storage studies with the analogs of TDT Show
that TDE has a greater tendency to aceumulate in the fat than DDT, and
methoxychlor probably less so. That fact that DDT is seeretea in the milk is
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( already a matter of record. It is suspected that the other chlorinated insec-
ticides behave likewise. This is especially important in cases of infants,
where the chief diet is milk. Chemical methods for the isolation of chlorina—
ted camphene or chlordane have not yet reached the stage where it is possible
to determine micro quantities and for this reason no distribution studies of
these compounds have been made. It is known that parathion has a cumulative
action which points toward tissue storage of this insecticide. Translocation
of parathion in plants has been proven experimentally, thereby creating a new
hazard not enjoyed by any of the other insecticides, with the possible excep-
tion of rotenone.

Nothing is known of the dangers incumbent to the use of many of the
economic poisons as aerosols. DDT has a factor of safety of several hundred-
feld under such conditions. The hazards of aerosol formulations of chlordane,
chlorinated camphene, gamma isomer of benzene hexachloride and the organic
phosphates, to mention a few, can only be surmised. Every precaution should
be exercised in their use at this early stage of their development.

Combinations of pyrethrins and rotenone with the two insecticide acti-
vators, piperonyl butoxide and N—propyl isome, appear to be the safest for use
from all standpoints. However, even here the possible limitations of these
oombinations awaitthe outcome of the more prolonged laboratory observations,
especially lifetime feeding studies of the activators.

For detailed information on the various aspects of the toxicology of
* the newer agricultural chemicals discussed above, the following references

should be consulted:

1. Acute and subacute toxicity of DDT to laboratory animals. Geoffrey woodard,
Arthur A. Nelson and Herbert O. Calvery (Food and Drug Admin., washington,
D.C.). J. Pharm. & Exper. Therap. 82, 152-58 (l9hb).

2. Toxicity of Parathion. E. Conway Hagan and Geoffrey¥€oodard (Food and Drug
Admin„,1€ashington, D.C ). Fed. Proc., Part I, 22h (l9M8).

3. Toxicological investigations of compounds proposed for use as insect re-
pellents. John H. Draize et al. (Food and Drug Admin., Washington, D C,).
J. Pharm. & Exper. Therap. In press.

M. The chronic oral toxicity of DDT. O. Garth Fitzhugh and Arthur A. Nelson
(Food and Drug Admin., Washington, D.C.). J. Pharm. & Exper. Therap.
89, 18-30 (19*+7).

5. Tissue distribution of a toxicant following oral ingestion of the gamma
isomer of benzene hexachloride. Edwin P. Laug (Food and Drug Admin.,
Washington, D.C.). J. Pharm. & Exper. Therap. In press.

6. The pharmacology of DDT. Arnold J. Lehman (Food and Drug Admin.,
Washington, D.C.). Advances in Food Research, Vol. 2. In press.

7. Toxicological observations on goats fed large doses of DDT. S. S. Spicer
et al. (Public Health Service, Bethesda, Md.), Vet. Med. M2, 289 (l9ü7).

8. Adrenal cortical atrophy and liver damage produced in dogs by feeding DDT.
Arthur A. Nelson and Geoffrey Woodard (Food and Drug Admin., washington,
irc.), Fed. Proc., Fart i, :277 (191+8).

9. Chronic Nicotine Toxicity. R. H. Wilson and F. DeEds (Public Health Serv-
1 ice, Bethesda, Md.), J. Ind. Hyg. & Tox. 18, 553 (1936).
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LABELING INFORMATION

The regulations for the enforcement of the Federal Insecticide Act as
approved on June 25, l9M7((Public Law lOh 80th Congress) state that every eco-
nomic poison label must show clearly and prominently the following information:

A. Name of the product.

B. The name and address cf the manufacturer.

C. Mwxwtcmmmms.

D. The ingredient statement.

E. A warning or caution statement, which is
necessary to prevent injury to living
man or other animals.

As each manufacturer of a toxaphene dust will have to register his
product with the Production and Marketing.Administration of the United States
Department of Agriculture, this outline is a suggested procedure for ccmplying
with the requirements of the Act.

Attached is a copy of our Hercules Toxaphene label which will be on each
drum of Hercules Toxaphene shipped from our Brunswick, Georgia Plant. All the
information on our label is necessary in order to comply with this Act. The
only exception to this is the net contents statement which we stencil on the
drums as they are packed in the plant.

For your information, the Hercules Powder Company will register Hercules
Toxaphene with the Insecticide Division, Livestock Branch, Production and
Marketing.Administration of the United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington 25, D. C., in order that each manufacturer will know that Hercules
Toxaphene complies with the Insecticide and Fungicide Act when it is received
by the manufacturer.
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The word toxaphene has been accepted as a comon name for the insecti—
cidal chemical referred to as chlorinated camphene containing 67% to 69%
chlorine. Through action taken by the Hercules Powder Company in relinquishing
the trademark name Toxaphene, it has become possible to use the word toxaphene
as a coined name.

Below is a typical label which may be used as a guide in preparing
labels for registration:

(YOUR NAME) 20% TOXAPHENE + *+0% SULFUR DUST

An agricultural insecticide for the control__ of cotton insects
Contents: lbs. net

Active Ingredients:

Toxaphene (Technical Chlorinated Camphene 20%
containing 67% to 69% chlorine)

Sulfur U0%
Inert Ingredients: k0%

TOTAL 100%
CAUTION: Toxaphene is toxic and is absorbed through the skin in the dry form.
Avoid inhaling dust or getting it in the eyes. Use respirator and goggles if
necessary for protection. Avoid unnecessary skin contact. Keep clothing free
from residue.

POISON (SEEZNOKE NO. 1)

ANTIDOTE (SEE NOTE N0. 1)

INTERNAL: Give sodium chloride 15 gm. (one tablespoonful of table salt) in
glass of warm water and repeat until vomit is clear.

EXTERNAL: Wash thoroughly with soap and water.

UIRECTIONS FOR USE ON COTTOR

10 pounds of this 20% dust per acre will control boll weevil, bollworm,
cotton fleahopper, thrips, cotton leafworm, south green stink bug, rapid plant
bug, and tarnished plant bug.

Satisfactory suppression of the cotton aphid and red spider will be ob-
tained if this product is used throughout the season.

Consult your local agricultural authorities for time of dusting and
number of applications.

WARRANTY CLAUSE: (Optional)

Msnufactured by: (Your name and address)
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q This typical Label contains all of the requirements previously stated
' of the Insecticide Act. Naturally, the actual setup of the label is entirely

up to the manufacturer‘s taste, as well as any further information about the
values of a particular product.

NOTE NO. 1:

1. Poison: If a manufacturer prefers to eliminate the word “Poison” he may
do so provided in place of the caution statement the following
is shown:

INSECTICIDES CONTAIRING 25% OR MORE TOXAPHEHE

WARNING: l. May be fatal if swallowed.

2. Do not breathe dust or spray mist.

3. Do not get on skin, in eyes, or on clothing.

M. Wash thoroughly.

IRSECTICIDES CONTAIRIHG BELON 25% TOXAPHENE

CAUTION: 1, Harmful if swallowed.

2. Avoid prolonged breathing of dust or spray mist.

3. Do not leave on skin, in eyes, or on clothing.

M. Wash thoroughly.

5. Avoid contamination of food or foodstuffs.

6. Keep away from children and domestic animals.

If a product is sold exclusively for the control of grasshoppers, the
same basic type label would be used except that it would be a 10% dust without
sulfur. Then, the ingredient statement would change, ae well as the directions
for grasshopper control. Effective control of grasshoppers usually may be se-
cured with a single application of this 10% dust at the rate of 15 pounds per
acre. Late in the season, when there is a heavy growth of marginal vegetation
and grasshoppers are mostly adult, it may be necessary to increase this dosage
up to 20 pounds per acre of a 10% dust. All other features of this label would
be the same as on the cotton label.

In order to save time on registration of a particular toxaphene form-
lation, it is suggested that a proof copy of your label be submitted to the
Production and.Marketing.Administration before they are finally printed.

The following are required under the Insecticide Act and should be kept
in mind when making your label setup.

} (1) The ingxedient statement must run parallel with other printed
matter on the label. It also should be in a prominent place
and not crowded,
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(2) The word "toxaphene" must be supported in the ingredient statement
by the words "Technical Chlorinated Camphene containing 67% to 69%
chlorine."

(3) The term VActive Ingredients"and "Inert Ingredients“ must be in
the same size type and equally prominent.

(M) The word "poison" is used on the labels for technical material.
For dust formulations it is optional; however, if omitted, the
"caution" or "warning" statements as shown under Note No. l on page
3 must be shown.

(Ö) If the material is packed by a manufacturer, it must show either
by whom it was manufactured or the name and address of the company
for whom it was packed.

r
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